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Editorial
lock-down and thereby destroy he country’s
economy.

Dear Reader,

Good news also in this country, a subscriber to
this magazine is preparing is an affidavit
template for use by the readers of this magazine
who may have received fines, or summons for
contravening unlawful statutes - all acts of
parliament have to be compatible with the
Common Law.
It is planned to publish the full template in the
next edition of this Magazine complete with a
State Oppression is Being Ramped up to an guide on how to serve it. By using this method
it will avoid expensive legal fees, save for a £5
Alarming Degree
charge for the affidavit oath to be witnessed by
The UK Government has now imposed a limit a Notary Republic.
of not more than 6 people gathering in a
household with pubs being ordered to close at The State can get away with acting unlawfully,
10pm. The PM, Boris Johnson, is also talking of because it knows that it can rely on the ignorance
bringing in the army to assist the police in of the vast majority of the population. For this
enforcing their “guidelines” in respect of social reason none of the many successes of those who
have won their cases in the unlawful
distancing, mask wearing and curfews etc.
administrative courts aren’t published in the
In other parts of the world, such as Melbourne, MSM press because they don’t want others to
brute force is being used to enforce the lock- get similar ideas, that would turn into an
down and mask wearing. Melbourne has a large avalanche of truth that would overwhelm and
Jewish population and its police has and is being destroy the enemy’s corrupt and satanic system.
trained by Mossad which will explain the
thuggery that has manifest itself in that once The destruction of the tares is nearing - Praise
Yahweh!!!!
peaceful city.
Editor - editor@newensign.com
Its not all doom and gloom as in many areas of
the world successful push-backs are occurring.
This magazine is for private subscription
In some states of the USA the police are siding
only and is not in any way connected to The
with the patriots. The international financiers
Ensign Message Magazine which is a totally
were unable to bribe the President of Belarus to
separate entity.
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Arsenal Of Words (Part 19)
A Demonstration of The Deceptive Use of Words
By The Rabbis of Judaism
By Pastor Eli James
Yes, Pollyanna,
SEGREGATION
IS YAHWEH’S
LAW.

I

N THE SIXTIES,
the
Jews
and
misguided liberals
successfully agitated against segregation, not by
popular consent nor at the ballot box, but by
bullying the people of the South with armed
federal troops. Lying Butcher Johnson (LBJ), a
Jewish lackey if there ever was one, was their
willing shabez goy during these tumultuous
times. I can assure you that LBJ is rotting in hell
as we speak. (He was recently joined by Jerry
Falsewell!)
With these three basic laws of separation
operating in us, we can successfully navigate in
mixed company. It goes without saying that a
White woman or child should never be left alone
in the company of non-White males.

Serpent
Most Christians are taught that the "Serpent" of
Genesis 3 was a literal snake. This is absurd. The
Hebrew word nachash describes a subtle,
cunning deceiver, and the word literally means
"whisperer," as one who whispers suggestions
in your ear. From the following linked website,
I have chosen a very eloquent quote regarding
the true understanding of this word as used,
idiomatically, to designate the deceiver in the
Garden.

Figure of speech is thus employed, it is for the
purpose of expressing the truth more
impressively and is intended to be a figure of
something much more real than the letter of the
word.
Those who believe that the "Serpent" of Genesis
was a literal, talking snake are in critical need of
this Arsenal of Words. Furthermore, there are
even those within Christian Identity who do not
understand this, so I am relying on you to share
this "Arsenal" of information with as many
White brethren as you can. Why? Because "My
people are destroyed for lack of knowledge."
(Hos. 4:6.)
The reality is that the only means of
communication presently at our disposal are the
Internet and interpersonal sharing. Print media
and commercial outlets have censored Identity
literature for over 70 years. With very few
exceptions, Identity publishers have always been
small scale and in-house operations. Given this
level of censorship, you must do your part to
awakening your brethren, friends and family,
even if it means hurting their feelings or vice
versa. These feelings and reactions are a
necessary part of the awakening process. What
are "hurt feelings" compared to losing one’s soul?

Israel: The Body of Christ
One of the major defects of the Judeo-Christian
Apostasy is the failure to teach the concept of
National Israel, the corporate Body of Christ.
Many Identity authors have remarked that the
vast majority of the Bible references to Israel are
addressed to the whole nation of the people, as
a race, family and corporate body, with an
identity and purpose reserved for service to
Yahweh through Yahshua. Although the
commandments and judgments are to be
observed by us as individuals, their purpose is
to bring about a just society of Israelites.

(From) When Satan is spoken of as a "serpent",
it is the figure Hypocatastasis or Implication; it
no more means a snake than it does when Dan
is so called in Genesis 49:17; or an animal when
Nero is called a "lion" (2 Timothy 4:17), or when
Herod is called a "fox" (Luke 13:32); or when
Judah is called "a lion's whelp". It is the same
figure when "doctrine" is called "leaven" The teachings that are addressed to this exclusive
(Matthew 16:6). It shows that something much Nation are referred to as "The Gospel of the
more real and truer to truth is intended. If a
( Page 3 )
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Kingdom." In contradistinction to this corporate
message, mainstream Churchianity teaches the
"Gospel of Personal Salvation," thus distorting
the national message into an individualistic
message, the aim being the "salvation" of the
individual "believer."
This perversion of the Gospel totally obscures
the national intent of the Gospel of the Kingdom.
Under the influence of the televangelist, this
gospel has become even more perverted into the
"Gospel of Success in This World," taught by
the likes of Joel Osteen, Mike Murdock, Joyce
Meyer, and the new yid on the block, Paula
White, preaching personal prosperity in her
fashionable skyscraper heels. In a recent TV
sermon, she talked about God’s "principles,"
"purpose" and "presence," without ever
mentioning His Law.
Then she said, "If you stand with Paula White
ministries, good things will happen to you."
Jesus warned us about those who come in their
own name. (John 5:43.) As with all of the
televangelists, the message is, "Send us a check
and God will bless you," and you will get the
book, tapes, and workbook on how to achieve
earthly success with God’s blessing, "the key to
unlocking your potential!" "God wants you to be
rich!" It is religious materialism. They speak OF
Jesus, but you must read their books and watch
their tapes, which are more endless
commentaries on the Bible, setting themselves
up as intermediaries between God and your
happiness.
There is No Mention of the Kingdom of Israel,
nor of the Kingdom of Priests. But Jesus said,
"My Kingdom is Not of This World." (John
18:36.) It is yet to come. Those who love this
world hate God. (James 4:4).
His people, National Israel, are supposed to
"tarry" till He comes (John 21:22-23) and
"occupy" (Luke 19:13). This means staying
focused on the business of the Kingdom, not
allowing ourselves to be sucked in or distracted
by the temptations of this world. The whole
object of the national Israel message is for
individual Israelites to see themselves as part of
the Body of Christ, with responsibilities for
establishing and preserving the Kingdom of God.
WE are individuals who have a national,
collective purpose. We are not to act out of
selfish motivation, as the heathen do. This means

putting your brethren into equal or greater
importance than yourself, just as Yahshua put
US in importance before His own welfare, on
the Cross. Even though, as individuals, we are
to obey His Law, the emphasis is Not upon the
Self, it is upon serving each other, because, the
Law does not operate in a vacuum. The Law is
a National Covenant with Israel. This is how we
are to understand the Law and act accordingly.
Obviously, Yahweh does not expect us all to be
crucified for each other, but we are supposed to
acknowledge each other’s importance within the
framework of the Corporate Body; and this
requires a tremendous amount of Love, Humility
and Forbearance, when dealing with our brethren
and our extended racial family.

{Anyone who would take the time to read Mein
Kampf should realize that Adolf Hitler was both
a devout Christian and a man who cared deeply
about his race. Surely, he fully understood the
meaning of passages, such as that found at Matt.
10:38-39 and John 10:11. Hence, in Chapter 4,
he writes, "…for the conservation of the species
always presupposes that the individual is ready
to sacrifice himself. Such is the meaning of the
poet’s lines:Und setzet ihr nicht das Leben ein, Nie wird euch
das Leben gewonnen sein." ("And if you do not
stake your life, you will never win life for
yourself.") The lines are from the "Song of the
Curassiers," in Schiller’s Wallenstein. Furhte on,
in Chapter 10, we find: "The sin against blood
and race is the hereditary sin in this world and it
brings disaster on every nation that commits it."
Later, in the same chapter: "The right to personal
freedom comes second in importance to the duty
of maintaining the race."
And a paragraph later: "But if for reasons of
indolence or cowardice this fight is not fought
to a finish, we may imagine what conditions will
be like 500 years hence. Little of God’s image
will be left in human nature, except to mock the
Creator." {Translation by James Murphy.) Not
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only did Hitler recognize the unforgivable sin,
that against blood and race which Jesus termed
"blasphemy against the holy spirit," but he also
understood that it was Aryan (White, Adamic)
man who was created in the image of God. No
wonder the Jews hated Hitler!!}

Christianity "Love one another." How do you
make money doing that? How does that pay the
bills? The message has become more like, "Let
God help you get what you ‘deserve’." What a
subtle diversion from the True Gospel!!! I
wonder how many of these "seekers" (suckers!)
actually wind up better off!!! The secret to
Do not let any Jew tell you that "racism" is success is in the next tape!!! Buy it now! It may
hatred!!! It is not wrong to defend your family not be Barnum and Bailey, but it’s still a circus!
from attack. It is not wrong to defend your
neighbourhood from attack. It is not wrong to {Modern evangelicals are described very well at
defend your community from attack. It is not Rev. 3:14-20, in the message to the last ekklesia,
wrong to defend your nation’s borders. And it is at Laodikeia. Like the Laodikeians, evangelicals
most assuredly not wrong to defend your RACE seek worldly wealth. Yet, indeed, even those
from attack!!! Only in a very cynical world can who are "wealthy" are in fact poor, naked
the idea of self-defence be called "racism." It is wretches!! As a word, Laodikeia means
quite the opposite! Racial Integrity and "righteous people." (From Iaos, "people," and
Brotherly Love Go Hand in Hand!
dikaios, "righteous.") Liddell and Scott say of
this word, dikaios, that it means "sanctioned by
This is where Brotherly Love is added to the Law human law." Therefore, in this case, the ekklesia
of Israel and must become our habitual, national at Laodikeia must be considered as describing
attitude. Of course, this is the Golden Rule: "Do the
"self-righteous"
people:
today’s
unto others as you would have them do unto evangelicals! This is not an accident!}
you." This rule is rarely followed by anybody,
including most Christians. The reality is that, in Televangelism has succeeded in making
this world, we practice the "every man for commerce out of the Bible!!! In so doing, they
himself" rule, putting our own interests before have followed the technique of the Jews, who
the Corporate Body. So, if your consciousness target individual consumers, thus maximizing
is not devoted to building the Kingdom, you are the isolation of the individual by stressing
still engaging in the selfishness of this world, individual needs. But what if God doesn’t agree
which is exactly the emphasis of the Gospel of that you should experience success as an isolated
Personal Salvation, making personal success the consumer?
pinnacle of their "faith."
Even though this is the foundational message of
the current economic system, is this really
healthy? Is this how God wants His Family to
run the economy? What if the FAMILY is more
important than the individual? Think about it!
By getting us to think constantly about ourselves
as individuals, our family life has deteriorated!

Over the centuries, the message of Christianity
has morphed from a Nationalistic Message, to
fire and brimstone, to universalism, to
antinomianism, and finally to the current "gospel
of prosperity" message. Its most successful
salesman is Joel Osteen (above), who has created
a multi-million dollar empire by exploiting
people’s need or desire to improve their lot in
life. No longer is the message of mainstream

Unfortunately, we have bought into the Jewish
matrix of measuring individual success with
dollar signs. This is the economic basis of
commercialism today. Take a quick look and you
will see that the current system of economics has
destroyed the Christian family structure, as our
children have dispersed in all directions, and to
far-flung places, in search of worldly success, or
following corporate dictates!
Do you see how this system is a very subtle
attack on the family unit? The Gospel of
Personal Prosperity is, in fact, a major
compromise with the powers and principalities
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of this world, as it takes this
Jewish economic matrix for
granted! They have gotten us to
put financial security in this
world ahead of the Kingdom!
"The love of money is the root
of all evil." (I Tim. 6:10.) But
Yahweh has told us that our
security and our enjoyment of
personal success will come
Only if we put the Kingdom
First in the order of our
priorities! And, yes, this Seems
to Be Illogical!!—but this is
how the materialistic world
thinks. Looking out for #1 has
always been the "way of the
world." But that is not how the
Kingdom works. That is not
how Yahweh wants US to think!
Let me try to explain.

something, which is only
transitory? In its place, there
will be a "new heaven and a
new earth." (II Pet. 3:13; Rev.
21:1.)
"Instead of being moulded to
this world, have your mind
renewed,
and
so
be
transformed in nature, able to
make out what the will of
God is, namely, what is good
and acceptable to him and
perfect." (Rom. 12:2, Moffat
trans.)
The prophet Daniel puts it in
the strongest terms possible:
"And at that time shall
Michael stand up, the great prince which
standeth for the children of thy people: and there
shall be a time of trouble, such as never was
since there was a nation even to that same time:
and at that time thy people shall be delivered,
every one that shall be written in the book. And
many of them that sleep in the dust of the earth
shall awake, some to everlasting life, and some
to shame and everlasting contempt!" (Dan. 12:12)

What is the operating mantra of the Bible? "Seek
first the Kingdom and all these things shall be
added unto you"! (Matt. 6:33) You forgot, eh?
For us True Israelites, there is no happiness
possible outside of the Kingdom. We may think
there is, but there isn’t. This is the nagging, inner
longing of our souls that White Christians are so
desperately seeking, but which can’t be found in
the mainstream churches.
Most people of the Judeo-Christian persuasion
are not even making an effort to discern God’s
The Kingdom will never be found in those Will, hence they approach this life as the heathen
churches, because they are straining to make do, trying to find a slice of paradise in a corrupt
Christianity conform to this world! They are world, living in and for the moment, with no
trying to make it "relevant." It is religious Consciousness of God’s Plan, trying to perfect
materialism… sweetened with Bible snippets. the imperfectible.
Without realizing it, Christians have been
seduced by a worldly philosophy that appears With their emphasis strictly on the here and now,
religious, because of its liberal use of Biblical they proceed on the assumption that God will
quotations, but that’s an impossibility, because "grant their wish," as though God is a genie,
it seeks happiness here in this world. It is the new existing to serve THEM, instead of vice versa!!
leaven of the Christian Pharisees. It is a very Vanity! Vanity! Even more incredible is the fact
smooth, subtle invitation to partake of the ways that they expect their "faith" to be rewarded,
and pleasures of this world.
even though they believe the Law has been done
away with!
The message of the Holy Bible is to remember
constantly the source of our Being, YHWH. If They certainly don’t think of their "faith" in this
we forget our Creator, we drift with the tides. way, but, in practice, they behave as if God exists
Seen from this Scriptural perspective, the whole only to grant their wishes! At least, that is their
point of this current era is to resolve the ages-old major thrust, and sometimes their only concern!
dispute between good and evil. Once that
purpose is accomplished, this world, as we know But the Bible clearly teaches that our ultimate
it, will cease to exist. Why keep trying to perfect reward…immortality, is tied directly to our
( Page 6 )
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obedience to the Law, plus the New Testament’s indwelling Holy Spirit, which Christ gave to the
emphasis on being kind and charitable to our Church, and which is the Same Spirit as Christ
neighbours.
Had at His Anointing as Messiah.
"If ye be willing and obedient, ye shall eat of the But as that Spirit is also the "spirit of Christ," we
good of the land." (Isa. 1:19.)
still have yet Another racial/ethnic /biological
AND pneumatological identification with our
It is almost laughable to see these pop King, He who is truly our Brother, and our
psychology pundits giving advice on techniques Kinsman-Redeemer! [End of quote]
for success while they ignore God’s Law(s)!
They are blind to the fact that these techniques As our blood kinsman, Jesus Christ spells out
are rules, after all!! We must live by Faith, they the proper attitude for True Israelites very
say! What they are actually doing is substituting succinctly at Matt. 25:31-46, where we Israelites
their own rules in place of God’s Law/Rule. are commanded to treat fellow kinsmen /
That’s how absurd this is! But, because they kinswomen as if they were Jesus Himself. (It
ignore His Law, they can’t see the absurdity! On goes without saying that people of other races
the one hand, they teach that "God’s Law has would be well advised to do likewise in their
been abolished."
own communities.)
On the other hand, they substitute their own
"spiritual techniques for success." By a slight
alteration of language, they convey the
impression that they are not following any laws,
but what they have actually done is established
another law and refer to it as a "technique." This
very subtle, deceptive practice is called
renaming. It is psychological sleight of hand!

We are to be Moral Beings, with the Law
written in our hearts, responsible to each other.
Being responsible to each other, we are justified
before Him. Until we develop this understanding
of the Corporate Body: a deep appreciation and
love for each other and the Organic Unity of the
Body of Christ, with each individual playing an
important role in keeping that Body functioning
(like different organs performing different
This is exactly the same technique by which the functions or tasks in a physical body), the Body
Jews have renamed themselves after Israel.
of Christ will never take shape. This is why Jesus
asked, rhetorically, referring to His Second
Given Christian Identity’s reliance on obeying Coming, "Will I find Faith in the earth?" (Luke
the Law, our faith, which is really Practice, is 18:8)
much truer to the "old-fashioned" teachings than
the experiments of the modern "church." Having
Paul frames the matter
bought into the media-driven, Big Stage "faith"
this way: "In our one
of the televangelists, it is denominational
body we have a
Christianity that has strayed – exponentially far
number of members,
-- from the Truth.
and the members have
not all the same
One of my colleagues, with whom I have been
function; so too, for all
sharing this message, responded with these
our numbers, we form
words:
one Body in Christ and
we are severally
If Adamic man, man created "in the image and
members
of
one
likeness of God" himself, who looked to the
another." (Rom. 12:4Archetype [which is Christ the God-Man; since
6, Moffat trans.). "Let
Jesus having a: 1) human body 2) human spirit your love be a real thing, with a loathing for evil
(i.e., will) and 3) Divine Spirit (for "God is a and a bent for what is good. Put affection into
Spirit.") -- John 4:24] -- if Jesus Christ is our your love for the brotherhood." (Verse 9.)
"model" or Archetype, should not His People
also share the same genetic/spiritual makeup? Given this understanding of our spiritual and
Of course! Our "Spirit," the faculty that makes genetic relationship with Yahshua Messiah, we
us ontologically different from all other hominid, can now appreciate His words, spoken in John
"homo sapiens sapiens," types out there, is the 7:53-54, a verse in which commentators
( Page 7 )
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routinely assign only a spiritual significance to experienced from this physical plane, although
the metaphoric usage of the words eat and drink: many saints have claimed to have experienced
it. The only way to achieve this unity in the flesh
"Then Jesus said unto them, Verily, verily, I say is by following the instructions given to us in the
unto you, Except ye eat the flesh of the Son of Bible; and this means devoting ourselves to the
man, and drink his blood, ye have no life in you. Organic Unity of the Race. He is the Heart. We
Whoso eateth my flesh, and drinketh my blood, are the Blood Cells.
hath eternal life; [Now, get this punch line!] and
I will raise him up at the last day."
The Heart cannot function if there is no Blood.
The Blood sits idle and dies if there is no Heart
Wow! What a promise! Now, we can see that to pump it through the arteries and veins. We
Christ’s use of the words eat and drink have a must think in terms of the Whole Body,
genetic meaning as well, as we True, "called therefore, we must always be concerned for the
out," Israelites literally partake of His flesh and welfare of our brethren, the other blood cells, so
blood, as His kinsmen. This is about DNA, folks! that they can fulfil their part, with love and joy.
This is the Blood that makes us what we are! This is why self-centeredness is fatal to an
Only pure-blooded Israelites can posses this individual blood cell. And this is also why we
undefiled Blood!
must awaken our brethren who are spiritually
dead, because they do not recognize their
In verse 56, Jesus makes the same point that Paul connection to this Organic Unity, which is
does about being "members of one another":
simultaneously physical, mental and spiritual.
All three must be integrated in order to achieve
"He that eateth my flesh and drinketh my blood, the Kingdom.
dwelleth in me, and I in him."
Everybody wants to "do a good job." So, start
—thus sharing in each other’s Being. Though doing your job, right here and now, for the
each of us has our own mind and body, on a Kingdom.
higher level (in the Spirit), there is an invisible
Unity that we must acknowledge. It is just as real
To be continued OS23003
as our physical bodies, but it cannot be

Old Testament
“Word for Word” Deuteronomy Part 12
Translation by Stephen Howard Anderson
2. You shall therefore slaughter 2076 the
Passover to Yahweh Eloheycha, of the flock and
the herd, in the place which Yahweh shall
choose to establish 7931 His Name there.

Chapter 16

3. You shall eat no leaven 2557 with it; seven
days you shall eat matsoth 4682 with it, the
bread 3899 of affliction 6040; because you
came forth from the land of Mits'rayim in haste
2649: so that you may remember 2142 the day
when you came forth from the land of
Mits'rayim all the days of your life.

1. Observe 8104 the month of Abiyb 24, and
keep 6213 the Passover 6453 to Yahweh
Eloheycha: because in the month of Abiyb
Yahweh Eloheycha brought you forth from
Mits' rayim by night.

4. And shall not be seen 7200 with you leaven
7603 in all your territory 1366 for seven days;
neither shall there remain 3885 any of the flesh
which you slaughtered at evening 6153 of the
first day until the morning 1242.
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5. You may not slaughter the Passover within
any of your gates 8179, that Yahweh Eloheycha
gives to you:

6213 seven days, after you have gathered 622
from your threshing floor 1637, and your
winepress 3342.

6. but at the place which Yahweh Eloheycha
shall choose to establish His Name there you
shall slaughter the Passover at evening, at the
going down 935 of the sun 8121, at the
appointed time 4150 that you came forth from
Mits'rayim.

14. And you shall rejoice in your feast, you, and
your son, and your daughter, and your male
slave, and your female slave, and the Lewiy, and
the sojourner, and the fatherless child, and the
widow, that are within your gates.

7. and you shall cook 1310 and eat in the place
which Yahweh Eloheycha shall choose: and you
shall turn 6437 in the morning, and go to your
tents.
8. Six days you shall eat matsoth: and on the
seventh day is a solemn assembly 6116 to
Yahweh Eloheycha: you shall do no work 4399.
9. Seven weeks 7620 you shall number 5608 to
you: begin 2490 to number the seven weeks
from when you begin to put the sickle 2770 to
the standing grain 7054.

15. Seven days you shall be a solemn feast 2287
to Yahweh Eloheycha in the place that Yahweh
shall choose; because Yahweh Eloheycha shall
bless you in all your increase 8393, and in all the
work 4639 of your hands, and it shall be you
will surely rejoice.
16. Three times a year, shall be seen 7200 all
your males 2138 before Yahweh Eloheycha in
the place that He shall choose; in the Feast of
Matsoth, and in the Feast of Weeks, and in the
Feast of Booths: and they shall not be seen
before Yahweh empty handed.
17. Every man with his gift 4979 in his hand
according to the blessing of Yahweh Eloheycha
which He has given you.
18. Judges 8199 and officers 7860 you shall put
in all your gates, which Yahweh Eloheycha
gives you throughout your tribes 7626: and
they shall judge 8199 the people with justice
4941 and righteousness 6664.

10. You shall keep 6213 the Feast 2282 of
Weeks 7620 to Yahweh Eloheycha with a tribute
4350 of a gift offering 5071 of your hand, which
you shall give 5414, according as Yahweh
Eloheycha has blessed you:
11. And you shall rejoice 8055 before Yahweh
Eloheycha, you, and your son, and your
daughter, and your male slave, and your female
slave, and the Lewiy that is within your gates,
and the sojourner 1616, and the fatherless child,
and the widow, that are among you, in the place
which Yahweh Eloheycha has chosen to
establish His Name.
12. And you shall remember that you were a
slave in Mits'rayim: and you shall observe 8104
and do 6213 these statutes.

19. You shall not twist 5186 justice 4941; you
shall not be partial to 5234 personages 6440,
neither take 3947 a bribe 7810: for a bribe
blinds 5786 the eyes 5869 of the wise 2450, and
perverts 5557 the words of the righteous 6662.
20. That which is altogether righteous
6664/6664 you shall pursue 7291, so that you
may live, and possess 3423 the land which
Yahweh Eloheycha gives you.
21. You shall not plant 5193 trees 6086 to
Ashera 842 near 681 the altar 4196 of Yahweh
Eloheycha, which you shall make you.
22. Neither shall you set up 6965 obelisks 4676
to the sun; which Yahweh Eloheycha hates 8130.

References Chapter 16
13. And the Feast of Booths 5521 you shall keep
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Verses 1-8 – Ex. 12:1-20; Lev. 23:5-8; Num. Verse 19 – Ex. 23:6-8; Lev. 19:15;
28:16-25; 24 Mar./Apr. Month of barley
harvest;
Verse 21 – Ex. 34:13;
Verses 9-12 – Lev. 23:15-21; Num. 28:26-31;

Verse 22 – Lev. 26:1.
To be Continued

Verses 13-15 – Lev. 23:33-36; 39-43; Num.
29:12-38; 5221 “tabernacles”;

Egyptian History
Willie Martin
bringing to the surface the alkali and slat, and
then leaving it there. And over a period of time,
the salt and alkali accumulated to the point where
the people could no longer raise any crops,
because the fertility of the soil was destroyed,
and the Indians were starved out about 800 years
ago.
The same thing could happen any place else in
the world, but it couldn’t happen in the Nile
valley because, every year, the flood waters of
the Nile flushed out any alkali or salt that had
accumulated in the upper part of the soil.

N

O DOUBT YOU HAVE READ
THAT, UNTIL RECENT TIMES,
relatively (go back not more than a
century), until recent times, the valley of the Nile
was considered to have the most fertile soil in
the world because, every year at the flood
season, the land was so low, was so little above
the normal level of the river at the flood season,
water overflowed the farm lands. During the two
or three months that the lands was flooded, all
the slat and alkali that had been accumulating in
the soil was leached out of it and washed away,
down to the sea.

There are three principal rivers that are the
source of the Nile: the Blue Nile; the White Nile;
and one which is know as the Black Nile
because, flowing through an area in Ethiopia
where there is a good deal of silty soil, it picks
up so much silt that the waters are practically
black with it.

The flow of the Nile brings down this silt, and
in those three months that the Nile valley in
Egypt is covered with the flood waters, another
layer of this fresh silt is deposited on the land.
The soil is constantly being replenished, so it had
the reputation of being the most fertile soil in the
In the Salt River valley in Arizona (the city of world.
Phoenix is in that valley), about 800 years ago
the Indians had a surprisingly high civilization A few years ago the British built for them a low
there. They irrigated a great area with the waters dam at Aswan. You know we are always trying
of the Salt River. As a matter of fact, the modern to improve on what God created, that we call
irrigation system consists mostly of just a nature. This was to hold back the flood waters,
deepening of the remains of the old Indian so the people wouldn’t have to vacate their farm
canals; they were that well engineered. But what lands part of the year. Then the Egyptians,
happened was this: the water put upon the land getting delusions of grandeur, said, “We want a
dissolved any alkali or salt that was in the soil, great high dam at Aswan, to store vast quantities
and brought it to the surface; and in that hot, dry of water, so that even in the driest years we will
climate, there was no run-off; the water simply always have ample water there to draw on.”
came to the surface and evaporated into the air.
So the water was constantly dissolving and
( Page 10 )
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Our own government, eager to give away
billions of dollars of the American taxpayers’
money, volunteered to do it. Then when Egypt
showed a dislike for having her territory taken
away by the Jews, the American government
reneged on its promise to build for the Egyptians
the high dam. So the Russians stepped in, and
offered to go through with it, and the Russians
agreed to build that high dam.

So now there was a great high dam Aswan
holding back the waters of the Nile, and they
release it in just the quantities they want. All
right. A river flowing along rapidly carries with
it an silt that is picked up, and when you hold it
behind a dam, and the water comes to a halt, all
that silt drops to the bottom. So, for one thing, it
starts silting up the reservoir behind the dam;
you are constantly building up the bottom of it,
higher and higher, with the silt that is dropped
there. And secondly, so silt gets down below that
dam. So far some years now, the farm fields of
Egypt have not been covered by the annual
flood, for the annual flood water never gets by
the high Aswan dam. And now the consequences
have begun to show up.
The most important crop in Egypt is the cotton
crop, and their cotton crop, by the way, is
pledged to Russia for several years yet to come,
in payment for the poor grade of Russian military
equipment that was foisted on them. Their cotton
crop is falling off badly, because the soil is
becoming alkaline, for it never gets the flood
waters to leach it out anymore. And in that hot
Egyptian climate, the water they put on it, by
irrigation through the canals, of course dissolves
the alkali in the lower depths of the soil and
brings it to the surface, where the water
evaporates, but the alkali is left in the soil. The
same thing is happening there that happened in
our Salt River valley of Arizona 800 years ago.

19:9) They do of course have some flax or linen
farming, but principally cotton, and both of them
are getting into difficulties.
Another thing: when it comes to fish, you don’t
start with whales and work from them, down to
the smaller things you start, to begin with, with
what is called plankton, p-l-a-n-k-t-o-n, which
includes tiny little living things, so small as to
be bacteria, and a bit larger, up to things that are
visible to the eye if you look closely. The
smallest little minnows feed upon the plankton,
and somewhat larger fish feed on the minnows,
and the bigger fish feed on those, and so on. Now
they have had quite a fishing industry, in the
lower reaches of the Nile and at the mouth of the
Nile.
The start of the food cycle for fish, the plankton,
used to be washed down with the silt, but it
doesn’t come any more, for they have cut off the
food chain right at the start of it. As there are no
little minnows to feed the larger fish, the larger
fish aren’t there either, so their fishing industry
has also gone bad. Remember, Egypt desperately
needs anything she can get, to bring in any kind
of income.
“The fishers also shall mourn, and all they that
cast hook into the brooks shall lament, and they
that spread nets upon the waters shall languish.”
(Isaiah 19:8) Can there be any doubt that this has
sneaked up on us; only just recently has it come
to light.
A man stationed in Europe for several years,
returned to this country and on the way back he
stopped over a few days in Egypt. He wanted to
see the Great Pyramid, and so on, and while he
was there he found out that the Egyptians are in
desperate trouble and, as the Jewish translation
says, “all they that make dams shall be grieved
in soul.” In other words, they have destroyed
Egypt.
We were all waiting for the next war, the final
Armageddon war, to bring this about, through
turning the river away, way back in the Sudan,
but that isn’t the way Yahweh had planned it. It
didn’t take a war to do it. When we can see that
prophecy being fulfilled, it shows us that we are
getting close to the time of the end.

Let us go back and look at Isaiah again.
“Moreover they that work and comb flax, and Egypt really is in difficulties. The tourist
they that weave cotton, shall be shamed.” (Isaiah industry had been an important one. During the
days of fighting with the Jews, of course the war
( Page 11 )
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scared away mot of the tourists, because the Jews
were doing some air-raiding and bombardment.
So the hotels and the stores that handled goods
for the tourist trade, and all who made goods to
be sold in those stores, are now out of work.
Another thing that he noticed was that there was
no love lost between the Egyptians and the
Russian. Now the Egyptians turned to us first,
for help, but our politicians had sold us out to
the Jews, and so of course they also sold the
Egyptians out to the Jews. We would not give
them help, unless they agreed to surrender to the
Jews and let the Jews take whatever they wanted,
which naturally the Arabs were not willing to
do. Then Russia came along and, with the idea
of getting a foothold where she could take the
Suez Canal and have a beachhead in Africa,
Russia offered to help.
Of course it has been centuries since the
Egyptians have had an army worth anything at
all, but at this time they needed some military
defence against Jewish aggression. They asked
us for weapons and we refused to provide them,
while at the same time we were providing
weapons to the Jews for use in aggression against
the Arabs. So Russia offered to provide weapons,
and to a certain extent she did so.
The mulatto Egyptians of today are by no means
a high type. The Russians, say, and undoubtedly
truthfully, that when they trusted the Egyptians
with any of the more complex weapons, the
Egyptians didn’t know how to operate them and
by their clumsy stupidity soon put them out of
order; and there is no doubt in the least that that
is true. So the Russians gave them only the
simplest sort of weapons after that, and not
always in working order either. It has been said,
on what appears to be reliable authority, that the
artillery in the tanks, that the Russian provided
the Egyptians, were quite alright, except in one
respect: there weren’t any gun sights for them.
Remember now, Russia is completely ruled by
the Jews and Russia wasn’t going to provide any
really effective opposition to the Jews in
Palestine; she was just making a show of it, to
get the favour of the Egyptians, enough to get a
good foothold there, but not doing anything that
could actually hurt the Jews.
The have had thousands of military advisers and
technicians, and so on, in Egypt, and they have

treated the Egyptians with undisguised
contempt and the Egyptians have returned the
contempt with interest. It has been reported that
where ever a Russian walks down the street
there, in Cairo or Alexandria, the Egyptians he
passes on the street will usually spit, to show
their contempt for the Russian.
The ordinary Egyptians say “If America would
only help us: we want to be friends with
America,” and some of them even said, “If the
British would only come back: we got along so
much better when they were running things
here.”
This all fits into the same picture, in the great
Russian attack pictured in the thirty-eighth and
thirty-ninth chapters of Ezekiel. It has been
generally assumed by most people that Egypt
would be among the allies of Russia. Now go
back and read it again. It says that Egypt is
going to be overrun and lots of her people
slaughtered, there will be fighting in Egypt, but
it never lists Egypt with the allies of Russia.

Daniel 11:40-43: “And at the time of the end
shall the king of the south push at him: and the
king of the north shall come against him like a
whirlwind, with chariots and with horsemen,
and with many ships; and shall enter into the
countries, and shall overflow and pass over. He
shall enter also into the glorious land (The
United States), and many countries shall be
overthrown: but these shall escape out of his
hand, even Edom, and Moab and the chief of
the children of Ammon. He shall stretch forth
his hand also upon the countries: and the land
of Egypt shall not escape...”
Now this king of the north, as everybody has
agreed for a couple of hundred years, is the
ruler of Russia. “—The land of Egypt shall not
escape. But he shall have power over the
treasures of gold and silver, and over all the
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precious things of Egypt; and the Libyans and
the Ethiopians shall be at his steps.”
Libya is on the North African coast, just west
of Egypt. Ethiopia has for several years been
the centre of Russian intrigue in Africa.
Actually, for diplomatic and consular purposes,
a staff of ten people would be heavily overstaffed, but they have had about 100 there. In
other words, Soviet spies fan out from Ethiopia
over all of Africa; with Lybia one of the
favourites of Russia.

could be that. So it could be Somaliland or
possibly Eritrea, which is now part of Ethiopia.
Lud, spelled L-u-d, furnished mercenary
soldiers for Egypt in the early days, which
could be possibly be the Berbers of Libya, or
possibly even the Lydians on the shore of Asia
Minor, because the position of Turkey is
becoming doubtful. Turkey was one of our
strong allies till we began selling her out to
Russia, and Turkey at the present time appears
to be looking to see which side will offer her
the highest bid.

In Ezekiel 38:6 we find: “and many people with
thee.” Which many today believe is the
invasion of the Mexicans and other people from
Mexico, and all around the world. They are
coming from all direction, from Mexico, from
Canada, from the west coast, from the east coast
and from the Gulf of Mexico.
In the thirtieth chapter of Ezekiel is says: “The
word of Yahweh came again unto me, saying,
Son of man, prophesy and say, Thus saith
Yahweh God; Howl ye, Woe worth the day!
For the day is near, even the day of the Lord is
near, a day of clouds; it shall be the time of the
heathen. And the sword shall come upon Egypt,
and great pain shall be in Ethiopia, when the
slain shall fall in Egypt, and they shall take
away here multitude, and her foundations shall
be broken down. Ethiopia, Put, and Lud, and
all the Arabians, the Libyans and the Kerethites
with them, shall fall by the sword. Those who
uphold Egypt shall fall, and her proud strength
shall come down, from Migdol to Syene shall
they fall by the sword, is the oracle of Yahweh
God.”
Now Migdol was a fortification on the
Mediterranean coast, guarding the extreme
north of Egypt from attack by sea, at the mouth
of the Nile , and Syene of course s Aswan at
the southern border of Egypt. You remember,
I read you another prophecy here, which said
it would be desolate and uninhabited for forty
years, from Syene to the border of Ethiopia. So
that referred to the Sudan, but this now refers
to Egypt proper.
This “Put” might easily be a misprint in some
of the ancient manuscripts for Punt. It appears
in your Bible as P-u-t, but P-u-n-t was the
ancient name for the coast of Somaliland, on
the east cost of Africa, just below Ethiopia; it

The Kerethites were people of Southern
Philistia ( above), on the Palestinian coast; that
is the modern Gaza strip which the Jews have
occupied, on the Palestinian coast, south of the
border of Egypt.
So some of these things, that we looked for only
as part of a war, are sneaking up on us now,
with the fulfilment of this much of the
prophecy. True, there is going to be the final
war, and there is going to be fighting when
Russia wants to occupy the Suez Canal and get
her bridgehead onto the African continent, that
much yet has to come. But note that the first
part of this prophecy has happened in less than
the last fifty years; we are in that period. So
take note that things are shaping up rapidly for
the end, and you may not have to wait long.
(Taken, in part, from a study by Bertrand L.
Comparet, Your Heritage, P.O. Box 81466, San
Diego, CA 92138)
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A Phone Call to Poison Control
Thank You to the Unknown Author on Face Book
From Our Irish Correspondent
He: WHAT?
Your Conclusion?
The man was beside himself. He asked if I would
email him all this information. He wanted to
share it with his adult kids who are parents. He
was horrified and felt awful he didn’t know
—-his kids are vaccinated and they have health
issues …

I

GATHERED
ALL
VACCINE
Ingredients list by Iris Figueroa
INGREDIENTS INTO A LIST and
contacted Poison Control. After intros and
such, and asking to speak with someone tenured INGREDIENTS TO VACCINES – You
and knowledgeable, this is the gist of that CANNOT make an educated decision without
being educated.
conversation.

Me: My question to you is how are these Here are just SOME vaccine ingredients being
ingredients categorized? As benign or poison?
(I ran a few ingredients, formaldehyde, Tween
80, mercury, aluminium, phenoxyethanol,
sorbitol, etc.)

He: Well, that’s quite a list —But I’d have to

INJECTED into your kids;

● Formaldehyde/Formalin – Highly
toxic systematic poison and carcinogen.
● Betapropiolactone – Toxic chemical
and
carcinogen.
May
cause
death/permanent injury after very short
exposure to small quantities. Corrosive
chemical.

easily say that they’re all toxic to humans —
Used in fertilizers —Pesticides —To stop the
heart–- To preserve a dead body–- They’re
registered with us in different categories, but
Hexadecyltrimethylammonium bromide –
pretty much poisons. Why?
May cause damage to the liver, cardiovascular
system, and central nervous system. May cause
Me: If I were deliberately to feed or inject my reproductive effects and birth defects.
child with these ingredients often, as a schedule,
obviously I’d put my daughter in harm’s way Aluminium hydroxide, aluminium phosphate,
and aluminium salts – Neurotoxin. Carries risk
—But what would legally happen to me?
for long term brain inflammation/swelling,
neurological disorders, autoimmune disease,
He: Odd question —But you’d likely be charged Alzheimer’s, dementia, and autism. It penetrates
with criminal negligence —perhaps with intent the brain where it persists indefinitely.
to kill —and of course child abuse —Your child
would be taken away from you––-Do you know Thimerosal (mercury) – Neurotoxin. Induces
of someone’s who’s doing this to children? This cellular damage, reduces oxidation-reduction
is criminal––activity, cellular degeneration, and cell death.
Linked to neurological disorders, Alzheimer’s,
Me: An industry, these are the ingredients used dementia, and autism.
in vaccines —with binding agents to make sure
the body won’t flush these out —To keep the Polysorbate 80 & 20 – Trespasses the BloodBrain Barrier and carries with it aluminium,
antibody levels up indefinitely–( Page 14 )
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thimerosal, and viruses; allowing it to enter the DNA from porcine (pig) Circovirus type-1.
Why did God say don’t eat pig in Leviticus 11
brain.
Human embryonic lung cell cultures (from
aborted foetuses)
You can view all of these ingredients on the
CDCs website. I encourage everyone to do their
own research. Look up the MSDS on these
chemicals. Read the thousands of peer reviewed
studies that have evaluated the biological
consequences these chemicals can have on the
body, especially when being injected.
Fact check vaccine ingredients here:–
Glutaraldehyde – Toxic chemical used as a
disinfectant for heat sensitive medical equipment. Check 1, Check 2, check 3, check 4, check 5.
Foetal Bovine Serum – Harvested from bovine
(cow) foetuses taken from pregnant cows before
slaughter.

Animal Blood in Vaccines

Human Diploid Fibroblast Cells – aborted
foetal cells. Foreign DNA has the ability to
interact with our own.

Food in Vaccines, like Peanut Oil Etc
Shows
It Causes
Food Allergies

Click Here

African Green Monkey Kidney Cells – Can
carry the SV-40 cancer-causing virus that has
already tainted about 30 million Americans.
Acetone – Can cause kidney, liver, and nerve
damage.
E. Coli – Yes, you read that right. It is not
bacteria as the AMA proclaims – see videos
below.

Click Here

Vaccine Guide
Click Here

Source
The End

Christ Come Back And Save Us!
Review By Kevin MacDonald of Giles Corey’s Book
Abridged by Lasha Darkmoon With Brief Annotations
Onward, Christian Soldiers!
“What shall it profit a man if he shall gain the whole world, but lose his
own soul?” — Mark, 8:36
ILES COREY HAS WRITTEN a book that should be read by
all Christians as well as White advocates of all theoretical
perspectives, including especially those who are seeking a
spiritual foundation that is deeply embedded in the history and culture of
Europeans.

G

Corey is well aware that contemporary Christianity has been massively
corrupted. Mainline Protestant and Catholic Churches have become little
( Page 15 )
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more than appendages for the various social
justice movements of the left, avidly promoting
the colonization of the West by other races and
cultures, even as religious fervour and church
attendance dwindle and Christianity itself becomes ever more irrelevant to the national dialogue.
On the other hand, Evangelicals, a group that
remains vigorously Christian, have been massively duped by the theology of Christian Zionism, their main focus being to promote Israel.
Until the twentieth century, Christianity served
the West well.
One need only think of the long history of
Christians battling to prevent Muslims from
establishing a caliphate throughout the West—
Charles Martel at the Battle of Tours, the Spanish
Reconquista, the defeat of the Turks at the gates
of Vienna. The era of Western expansion was
accomplished by Christian explorers and colonists. Until quite recently, the flourishing of
science, technology, and art occurred entirely
within a Christian context.

rupting adaptive forms of Christian individualism in favour of a completely deracinated
individualism, now accompanied by powerful
religious, media, and academic voices preaching
White guilt, often from a Christian perspective.
Instead, Corey advocates a revitalization of
Medieval Germanic Christianity based on, in the
words of Samuel Francis, “social hierarchy,
loyalty to tribe and place (blood and soil),
world-acceptance rather than world-rejection,
and an ethic that values heroism and military
sacrifice.” This medieval Christianity preserved
the aristocratic, fundamentally Indo-European
culture of the Germanic tribes.
This was an adaptive Christianity, a Christianity
that was compatible with Western expansion, to
the point that by the end of the nineteenth
century, the West dominated the planet. Christianity per se is certainly not the problem.

The decline of adaptive Christianity coincides
with the post-Enlightenment rise of the Jews
throughout the West as an anti-Christian elite,
and Corey has a great deal of very interesting
Much of My Scholarly Interest has been to material on traditional Christian views of Judaism. Traditional Christian theolattempt to understand the people
ogy viewed the Church as having
and culture of the West, resulting
superseded the Old Testament
in my book Individualism and the
and that, by rejecting the Church,
Western Liberal Tradition: Evothe Jews had not only rejected
lutionary Origins, History, and
God, they were responsible for
Prospects for the Future. As I
murdering Christ.
argue there, individualism lends
itself to moral and ethical univerMy view, developed in Chapter
salism which led to the religious3 of Separation and Its Disconly based eradication of slavery
tents: Toward an Evolutionary
long before the rise of an elite
Theory of Anti-Semitism is that
hostile to Christianity itself. And
traditional Christian theology
White intellectuals in the ninewas fundamentally anti-Jewish
teenth century attempting to unand was developed as a weapon
derstand their own moral
which was used to lessen Jewish
universalism often attributed it to
economic and political power in
their racial origins.
the Roman Empire. Here Corey
describes
the
writings of the fourth-century
Such individualism was not disastrously selfdestructive. As Corey notes, “Christian univer- figure, St. John Chrysostom (Centre), whose
salism historically posed little to no danger to writings on Jews are nothing less than scathing.
White survival because it was preached by
Whites living in a world ruled by Whites; it was Chrysostom was far from alone in his hatred. For
only in the multicultural Egalitarian Regime example, St. Gregory of Nyssa, also writing in
inseminated in the mid-twentieth century that the fourth century, had this to say about the Jews:
Christian sacrifice was transformed into a call “They are murderers of the Lord, assassins of
for racial suicide.” The individualist, Christian the prophets, rebels against God, God haters,
West was thus highly adaptive—until the rise of advocates of the devil, race of vipers, slanderers,
a hostile, Jewish-dominated elite bent on cor- calumniators, dark-minded people, leaven of the
( Page 16 )
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Pharisees, sanhedrin of demons, sinners, wicked Israel is far more important than the fate of their
men, stoners, and haters of righteousness.”
own people.
The traditional Church, in short, was certainly The baleful influence of Pastor Hagee (pictured
far from friendly toward Jews.
here and here), whose Zionist organization has
raised over $100 million to right-wing causes in
LD: The full quote will be found in Kevin Israel over the years, has often been noted.
MacDonald, Separation and its Discontents, Hagee has been well rewarded financially for his
Chapter 3. This chapter contains a whole raft of efforts and is the recipient of numerous awards
uninhibited anti-Semitic quotes from the early from Zionist organizations.
Church Fathers, including St. Jerome, Hillary of
Poitiers, St. Cyril, St John Chrysostom, St As for the dishonourable Cyrus Scofield, his
Gregory of Nyssa, and others. The anti-Semitism tendentiously annotated Bible has become cenwe witness today is small beer in comparison. tral to Christian Zionism. Here Corey discusses
Our Christian forebears were in no doubt as to the role of Felix Untermeyer, a wealthy Jew, in
who their most implacable enemies were and laid promoting Scofield and his Bible. This was a
on their anti-Semitism with a trowel, no holds religious ideology “with a new worship icon—
barred. For centuries the Jews remained the the modern state of Israel.” Corey does an
traditional enemies of mankind, hated with a excellent job showing how Christian Zionism is
visceral hatred. All this has changed. Today the a radical departure from traditional Christian
Jews are allegedly our best friends. And the theology. I found the following passage quite
world is becoming an altogether better place stunning:
under their benign influence. Or so we are
repeatedly told by the elite media. (LD).
The heresy of Christian Zionism, using an
arbitrary and self-contradictory literalist and
ALTHOUGH PROTESTANTISM was gener- futurist hermeneutic, contends that the Jews
ally far more amenable to Jewish interests even remain God’s chosen people, separate from and
before its current malaise, there certainly are superior to the Church; indeed, they believe that
exceptions. Here Corey emphasizes Martin earthly Jewish Israel will replace the Church, and
Luther’s writings on Jews. Luther emphasizes that as such, “Christians, and indeed whole
Jewish hatred toward Christianity and their sense nations, will be blessed through their association
of superiority vis-à-vis Christians, seeing the with, and support of, Israel.”
latter as “not human; in fact, we hardly deserve
to be considered poor worms by them.” But he
is also concerned about Jewish economic exploitation and domination of Germans via usury—
certainly the biggest complaint about Jews in
traditional Europe. And he is repulsed by Talmudic ethics which promote very different moral
codes for Jews and non-Jews.
However, much has changed since the origins of
Christianity. In the contemporary United States,
Christian Zionism has had a very large influence
on Evangelical Protestantism whose theology
departs radically from traditional Christianity,
particularly with respect to the Jews. Corey has
an excellent section on how Jews helped shape
this new theology; it should be required reading
for Christian Zionists because it would open their
eyes to the sordid history of their movement. The
result of such thinking is that Zionism has often
become a vehicle of moral idealism in the minds
of a great many gentiles, from Lloyd George to
the present, who believe that the restoration of

CHRIST AND HIS TORMENTORS
Hieronymus Bosch: Christ Mocked (The
Crowning with Thorns), circa 1500
“Advocates of the devil, race of vipers.”
— St Gregory of Nyssa
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COREY HAS GREAT MATERIAL on Jewish
perceptions of Christianity in the Talmud and on
negative Jewish influences on culture in the
present West, including pornography and the
sexual revolution generally. As is so often the
case with Jewish activism, the pornography
movement has been motivated not solely by
money but by hatred toward Christian morality
and Christian family functioning. The results
have been devastating: huge increases since the
1960’s—the breakthrough decade of Jewish
power—in all the markers of family dysfunction
and poor child outcomes: lower marriage rates,
higher births out of wedlock, higher rates of
teenage pregnancy, precocious sexuality, high
divorce rates, and unstable pair bonds.
In other words, the Western family pattern of
monogamous nuclear families based on strong
husband-wife pair bonds has been under attack
from Jewish dominated movements, the most
noteworthy of which was psychoanalysis promising an idyllic future if only people would
jettison traditional Christian constraints on sexuality. These negative trends in family functioning have been most pronounced among the lower
social classes and thus have much less effect on
high-IQ middle and upper income groups, including Jews as a relatively high-IQ group. The
disaster in family patterns has fallen far more
severely on the White working class.
Corey’s has an extended treatment of the corrosive effects of pornography, now extended to
child pornography and legalized paedophilia as
the “final frontier” in the sexual revolution. As
Corey notes in the case of paedophilia, “We are
presumably one Supreme Court ruling away
from the National Review cocktail ‘conservative’ crowd celebrating pederasty as the next
great achievement of individual liberty.”

and participation was instrumental in and a
necessary condition of the pornographic war that
has struck at the most sacred foundation of the
West, the family.”
As Freud famously said, “We are bringing them
the plague.”

“If only Americans knew, we are bringing them
the plague!”
— Sigmund Freud to Carl Jung, on the ship
bringing them to America
Corey has an excellent and exhaustive section
on Jewish ritual murder—an absolutely convincing presentation on a topic that, like so much of
Jewish history, is a minefield for serious scholars. As he notes,
“There are … hundreds of accusations and cases
of Jewish ritual murder, each just as sadistically
depraved as the last, involving barrels of nails,
crucifixion, decapitation, spit-roasting, stoning,
and a litany of other barbaric evils; we could fill
entire volumes with the accounts of each of these
innocent lives so cruelly taken from this world.”
See this artist’s lurid depiction of Jewish ritual
murder of a Christian child.

Given the exhaustive summary of the negative
effects of pornographyt, it is horrifying indeed
that “sixty percent of boys and thirty percent of
girls are exposed to pornography in early adolescence, including ‘bondage, rape, and child pornography’. Children under ten years old now
account for over twenty percent of online pornographic consumption.”

This is a topic that I have never written about,
although I was somewhat familiar with Blood
Passover, Ariel Toaff’s book on the topic. As to
be expected, Toaff’s book was condemned by
the activist Jewish community and he was
pressured into publishing an apology, promising
to prevent distribution of his book. However,
we should not be surprised to find that such
This definitely was not happening when I was practices occurred.
growing up in the 1950’s, prior to the deluge.
I agree with Corey’s conclusion, “We have LD: According to Toaff, ritual murder of
conclusively established that Jewish leadership Christians definitely did occur among extreme
( Page 18 )
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and isolated Jewish sects in the Middle Ages, whose dire and credulous superstition seemed to
and he gives documentary proof of this. (See this render them the implacable enemies not only of
graphic illustration of ritual murder, euphemis- the Roman government, but of human kind.
tically known today as “blood libel”.)
The nineteenth-century Spanish historian José
Amador de los Rios wrote of the Spanish Jews
who assisted the Muslim conquest of Spain that
“without any love for the soil where they lived,
without any of those affections that ennoble a
people, and finally without sentiments of generosity, they aspired only to feed their avarice and
to accomplish the ruin of the Goths; taking the
opportunity to manifest their rancour, and boasting of the hatreds that they had hoarded up so
many centuries.”
As I noted in an article titled Stalin’s Willing
Executioners: Jews as a Hostile Elite in the
Soviet Union: “Hatred toward the peoples and
cultures of non-Jews and the image of enslaved
ancestors as victims of anti-Semitism have been
the Jewish norm throughout history. Hatred and
Fearing for his life and safety, Toaff (above) was revenge were clearly on display in the early
forced to recant, a bit like Galileo, and agree to decades of the Soviet Union, a period in which
the suppression of his findings. Unless you can around 20 million people were murdered.”
obtain a copy of Toaff’s original book, it’s hard
to know what Toaff actually said. There’s not a From Stalin’s Willing Executioners, a review of
single quote about ritual murder under “Ariel Yuri Slezkine’s ‘The Jewish Century’:
Toaff, Wikiquotes.” It’s all gone down the
memory hole.
There can be little doubt that Lenin’s contempt
for “the thick-sculled, boorish, inert, and bearishHere is an article by a Jewish professor of ly savage Russian or Ukrainian peasant” was
history, sneering at Toaff for “blood libel” and shared by the vast majority of shtetl Jews prior
claiming he is “full of sound and fury, signifying to the Revolution and after it. Those Jews who
nothing.” (LD)
defiled the holy places of traditional Russian
culture and published anti-Christian periodicals
(Kevin MacDonald continues) Ritual murder doubtless revelled in their tasks for entirely
is an extreme manifestation of normative Jewish Jewish reasons, and, as Gorky worried, their
hostility toward the surrounding society which activities not unreasonably stoked the antiis an important facet of the entire subject. The Semitism of the period.
eighteenth-century English historian Edward
Gibbon was struck by the fanatical hatred of Given the anti-Christian attitudes of traditional
Jews in the ancient world:
sheter Jews, it is very difficult to believe that the
Jews engaged in campaigns against Christianity
From the reign of Nero to that of Antoninus Pius, did not have a sense of revenge against the old
the Jews discovered a fierce impatience of the culture that they held in such contempt.
dominion of Rome, which repeatedly broke out
in the most furious massacres and insurrections. Slezkine’s argument that Jews were critically
Humanity is shocked at the recital of the horrid involved in destroying traditional Russian insticruelties which they committed in the cities of tutions, liquidating Russian nationalists, murderEgypt, of Cyprus, and of Cyrene, where they ing the tsar and his family, dispossessing and
dwelt in treacherous friendship with the unsus- murdering the kulaks, and destroying the Orthopecting natives; and we are tempted to applaud dox Church has been made by many other
the severe retaliation which was exercised by the writers over the years. …
arms of the legions against a race of fanatics,
( Page 19 )
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Kevin MacDonald’s seminal article, Stalin’s All the utopias dreamed up by the Left inevitably
Willing Executioners: Jews as a Hostile Elite in lead to bloodshed—because they conflict with
human nature. The classical Marxist Utopian
the USSR, can be read in its entirety here.
vision of a classless society in the USSR selfdestructed, but only after murdering millions of
its own people. Now the multicultural utopian
version that has become dominant throughout
the West is showing signs of producing intense
opposition and irreconcilable polarization.
The left and its big business allies have created
a monster.
Whites have to realize that if they do nothing,
they will be increasingly victimized and vilified
(LD) This fear and loathing of Christianity in the coming decades as the monster continues
continues into the present. Susan Sontag’s “the to gain power. Better that any blood be shed
white race is the cancer of human history,” sooner rather than later.
which was published in Partisan Review, a
prominent literary journal associated with the What happened in the early decades of the Soviet
Jewish New York intelligentsia, is emblematic. Union is a chilling reminder of what can happen
when an alien hostile elite seizes control of a
As I write this in the summer of 2020, we are country.
experiencing what feels like the end game in the
Jewish conquest of White America. This hatred I agree entirely with Corey’s conclusions and
won’t end if and when Whites become a minor- recommendations for a revival centred around
ity. Jews were responsible for the 1965 immigra- the adaptive aspects of Christianity—the aspects
tion law that opened up the United States to that produced Western expansion, innovation,
immigration from all over the world, and they discovery, individual freedom, economic proshave energetically worked to make alliances with perity, and strong family bonds. A Christianity
these immigrant groups who are encouraged to that is adaptive in the evolutionary sense of
hate White America and often adopt anti-White survival and reproduction and fundamentally
rhetoric almost as soon as they arrive because cognizant of the mistakes of the past:
they can see the political advantages of doing so.
This won’t end well. As I concluded in my recent We must not tolerate subversion. Liberalism
book, Individualism and the Western Liberal must go; we cannot afford to repeat the mistakes
Tradition:
of the Enlightenment. We cannot afford to
countenance any further anti-American, antifamily, anti-White speech, and this should be
reflected in a new Constitution. Just as conservatism was not enough, the United States Constitution was not enough, with gaps that left it
gaping wide for judicial “interpretation.”
For another thing, we must circle the wagons and
inculcate the männerbund, restraining our individualism at least for the time being. For another,
we must return to our Lord and Savior. A nation
without faith can have no guiding light, no
purpose, no drive, no Mission.
I agree with Enoch Powell: “as I look ahead, I
am filled with foreboding; like the Roman, I
seem to see ‘the River Tiber foaming with much
blood’.”

Izaak Walton, writing of his friend John Donne’s
last days, described the body “which was once
a temple of the Holy Ghost and is now become
a small quantity of Christian dust.” His last line:
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“But I shall see it reanimated.” LD: Conclusion.
White America needs to take up arms, both
spiritual and material, if it is to vanquish the
traditional enemy of mankind—the deadly enemy within the gates seeking its destruction. But
all conquest must begin with self-conquest. In
the words of Marcus Aurelius: “Waste no more

time arguing what a good man should be. Be
one.” A revitalized Christianity is the answer.
Giles Corey’s new book, The Sword of Christ,
may be purchased here. Get it before it’s banned!
The End OS23133

Harold Stough Notes
The Three Devils of St Peter
In The City of London

T

church of the kingdom until the establishment of
Canterbury
Cathedral
more than 400 years later.

HE SQUARE MILE OF THE CITY
OF LONDON has distinct hills and
valleys, although their slopes are gentle
and the natural topography is nowadays overshadowed by man-made structures. To the earliest settlers here, the undulations of the
landscape would have stood out far more clearly
than they do today and the uppermost spots
were routinely chosen as sites for places of worship.
The City’s highest natural elevations are the
crests of Cornhill and Ludgate Hill. St Peter’s
Church was built upon the former and St Paul’s
Cathedral atop the latter – on the site of an
earlier church, which was probably preceded by
a Roman temple dedicated to Diana.

The first incarnation of St Peter upon Cornhill
is said to have been the earliest place of Christian worship in Britain. Many authorities dismiss this as a myth and it’s almost certain that
the story that King Lucius founded St Peter’s in
AD 179 (other sources say 187) is bogus, as is
the claim that it remained the chief Christian

Nevertheless,
there’s
plenty of evidence that St
Peter’s has a very long
history, although the
present structure dates
from its reconstruction by
Sir Christopher Wren following the Great Fire of
London.
Despite its importance, St
Peter’s is now almost hidden from view at street
level by the office blocks that have gradually
enveloped it – a sequence of events that no
doubt dismayed successive rectors.
Late in the 19th century, so the story goes, one
vicar achieved a small victory over the developers when he examined the plans for a new
neighbouring building and found that it would
intrude fractionally onto the church’s property.
The architect was forced at great cost to redraw
the plans and, by way of revenge, he added three
fiendish terra cotta figures, two large and one
small, glaring down from the upper reaches of
his new building. One of the grotesques is said
to have been modelled on the offending vicar,
although if this is true he must have been a very
ugly man indeed.

( Page 21 )
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Letters and Views
who administer them to combat covid so that her
Majesty’s subjects would be unable to sue for
compensation for injuries caused by that vaccine
which they are proposing to use before it is
licensed and proven to be safe.

Government Excesses
Sir__, I am writing to all Chief Constables about
this matter because various Commissioners of
the Metropolitan Police have in the past been
extremely reticent in applying the laws of
England as they are written, when it comes to
Members of Parliament and in particular
Government Ministers and Cabinet as a whole.
Who claim collective responsibility and are
therefore equally guilty under the joint enterprise I would draw your attention to the case of Thorule, when the actions of cabinet break mas vs. Sorrel 25 Charles II 1674 Chief Justice
Vaughan (Above) presiding in which he outestablished English law.
lined the law covering dispensation from the
Each of you took an oath before God and to her penalty for an offence, in which he stated the
Majesty Queen Elizabeth II that you would King can grant a dispensation from an offence
uphold the law to the best of your ability and in if he is the only victim of that offence. But he
my case without Favour, Fear, Malice or Ill will. cannot grant a dispensation from the penalty of
You have full police powers though I prefer the that offence if one of his subjects is a victim
word authority throughout England and Wales. because that would remove his subject’s right to
So you can legally and lawfully uphold her sue for compensation.
Majesty’s laws and have a clear duty to do so no
matter what part of England and Wales the This principle was most ably demonstrated by
Queen Elizabeth I when she forgave the Earl of
offences occur.
Essex when he went to strike her with his sword
Government are proposing what is in effect an before being restrained, yet she took his head
enabling act similar to that established by off when his treason was against her Kingdom
Adolph Hitler which placed him above German as a whole.
laws the concentration camps were the end
result. Government are proposing an act over The actions of cabinet on the advice of specialist
covid 19 which is a clear knee jerk reaction advisors who have a vested financial interest in
similar to the dangerous dog’s act which Vaccines runs entirely contrary to established
penalised various breeds of dog when there are English law as outlined in Thomas vs. Sorrell. I
very few actively bad dogs but a good few bad am therefore requesting in compliance with
owners. We do not jail all parents because we your oaths that initially you bring your collecassume, they will emulate Fred and Rose West. tive authority under the law as it is written to
bear and ensure the actions of cabinet are
Government are proposing an act which would stopped if necessary, by bringing prosecutions
grant a dispensation from the penalty of their against then and their advisors for a clear breach
actions to manufactures of vaccines and those of established English law.
( Page 22 )
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Henry DeBracton CJ 1235 ruled the King is
beneath no man but he is beneath God and rules
England as Gods Lt and he is beneath the law
for it is by the law he becomes King. What the
King cannot do Parliament who operate in the
Kings name cannot do. Respectfully submitted, Albert Burgess.
____________________

In 1645, 240 people were seized as slaves in
Cornwall. The situation only began to change
after the end of the English Civil War when the
Royal Navy was built up under Oliver Cromwell.
By 1700, North African Slavers generally knew
better than to bother the British Isles in the search
for slaves because of the Royal Navy.
It was a triumph that Britain was finally able to
control its own coastal waters.
It was in commemoration of this that in 1740,
James Thompson wrote ‘Rule Britannia'.

The REAL Reason "Rule Britannia"
Was Written!.

It is a hymn of thanksgiving rather than a
proclamation of aggressive Nationalism. Yours
truly, Paul, Sussex, UK.
____________________

Sir__, I received this interesting bit of information from a friend following the possibility the
BBC would ban it from being played at the last
day of the proms.
Here is something you are unlikely to learn via
the BBC. In the 17th century the seas around
Britain were ruled by North African Muslim
Slavers. They stopped British ships and carried
off the crews to be sold as slaves in Algiers and
Tripoli. The situation became so bad that fishermen from Devon and Cornwall wouldn't put out
to sea in case they were captured by North
African Slave Traders. Between 1609 and 1616,
466 British ships were captured by Slave Traders
in the English Channel, Irish Sea and North
Atlantic, and the crews were sold into slavery.

Thoughts
Sir__, Isn't it ironic how the people in the
western world view the Germans. It's, Nazi this,
Nazi that, our TV screens are filled with
propaganda to keep the anti-Nazi flag rolling.
The Sheeple know nothing else, they know
nothing about the Red Terror of the Soviets. We
armed and supplied them throughout the war.
Now it's Karma, do the western sheeple deserve
any better? Yours truly. KH, West Midlands,
UK.
____________________

In 1625 a raiding party landed at Mount's Bay in
Cornwall and 60 people who had taken refuge
in a local church were dragged out, loaded up
and taken off to Africa to be sold as slaves.
On 12 August 1625 the Mayor of Plymouth
wrote to London for military help after 27 ships
had been seized by North African Muslim Slave
Traders in just 10 days.
( Page 23 )
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Desperation

Best Quote Ever

It’s a desperate race against the mine And a race
against time
Cannonballs are coming down from the sky
Janissaries are you ready to die?
We will seek our vengeance eye for an eye
You’ll be stopped upon the steps of our gate On
this field you’re only facing our hate But back
home the Sultan’s sealing your fate
We remember In September That’s the night
Vienna was freed We made the enemy bleed!

"Vulgus vult decepi -- the (common)
people wish to be deceived." -Phaedrus
(KH West Midlands)

Storm clouds, fire and steel Death from above
make their enemy kneel Shining armour and
wings Death from above, it’s an army of kings
We remember In September When the winged
hussars arrived

______________________

Posted By Mischa Popoff
_________________

When the Winged Hussars Arrived
The Polish Cavalry
A cry for help in time of need, await relief from
holy league 60 days of siege, outnumbered and
weak.
Sent a message to the sky, wounded soldiers left
to die.
Will they hold the wall or will the city fall

Dedication
They’re outnumbered 15 to one And the battle´s
begun
Then the winged hussars arrived Coming down
the mountainside
Then the winged hussars arrived Coming down
they turned the tide

Posted By MG, Ireland
_________________

A Letter To Boris Johnson.
Sent: 14 September 2020 02:25

Dear Boris,
I believe you are a good man who genuinely
As the days are passing by and as the dead are wants to do the right thing, but with this covid
piling high No escape and no salvation
nonsense you are only doing two things (1) you
are scaring the living daylights out of the gullible
Trenches to explosive halls are buried deep and (2) you alienating the vast majority of her
beneath the walls. Plant the charges there and Majesty’s subjects who have a brain and know
watch the city fear
how to use it.
( Page 24 )
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Your support which started out extremely high
you were seen as Boris the sword wielding
warrior fighting of the hoards of EU bully’s and
sorting out a corrupt and out of control civil
service here.

to stop people dying. Most of us think he is
simply trying to line his pockets the same goes
for Valance and Whitty.
Unless you want to loose the next election
subject to there being no revolution before it
which is on the cards by 80 or more seats you
will get rid of these stupid masks which will not
even keep out dust which is a lot bigger than the
virus, and which with prolonged use cause
serious chest infections by re-breathing our
expelled carbon dioxide along with facial rashes.
Get this Kingdom back to work then you can get
tax monies and stop the excessive borrowing
before you find yourself doing what the banks
tell you and not what her Majesty’s subjects
want. Grow a pair, sack your advisors and find
some with no financial interest other than their
wages.

You’re following the advice of government
advisors and big pharma over this so called
pandemic and the resultant attempts to remove
our basic freedoms whilst turning our police into
a jobs worth starzi waiting to pounce on and
physically assault her Majesty’s subjects for not I do require a reply. Respectfully submitted,
wearing a mask in the street. Is wrecking your Albert Burgess.
popularity amongst the people who voted you
_________________________
in. Then you thanked them for lending you their
vote and said you had to live up to the trust put
in you (my words not yours)
I hope you do not mind if I tell you over covid
you have made a right pig’s ear of that, and to
be honest I do not give a fishes tit if you do mind,
some one has to tell you the truth even if you
advisors who have a vested financial interest in
vaccinating us don’t.

Above says it all - Posted by KH West
Your minister of health (you picked him we Midlands, UK.
didn’t) has I believe a considerable financial
interest in vaccinating us all. So wants vaccine
made mandatory, he may tell you it’s essential

The End Result of Ignoring Evil Weaponized
Medicine Ushers In Totalitarianism
By John Kaminski
American citizen personality you possess today.
This means you still trust the government to
recommend what’s best for you. You follow
ECAUSE WE BELIEVE ALL orders expeditiously. As a result, if you wear the
THOSE OTHER LIES THAT mask, you will take the shot. And that will be
COMPRISE
MAINSTREAM the end of you as you used to be.
AMERICAN HISTORY, we can no longer
discern what the truth actually is. Your entire It’s pretty clear to anyone who can still actually
perceptual apparatus derives from strategically think that the COVID plandemic was actually a
directed propaganda creating the responsible distraction to camouflage the re-calibration of
the world’s financial system, which will forever

The mask will set you up for the kill
and the shot will finish the job

B
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conceal all recent financial crimes inflicted on
an oblivious public by the powers that be. The
larger plan will eliminate all commercial competition for everything, and impose a system in
which private citizens will not be able to keep a
secret about anything. This is all the worst that
Communism can be, and is.

Now despite all sorts of revelations about the
in-authenticity of government lies concerning
this lab created disease that has locked down the
world, the social restraints remain in place without the slightest evidence that such drastic
measures were ever called for, never mind continued indefinitely.

The people in control have convinced themselves — or rather, by our indifferent ignorance
to their deceptions, we have convinced them! —
that we can be manipulated into anything.
Therefore, they had no hesitation in going for
broke and implementing total Communist control over all the people in the world by calling
this mild flu they created a disastrous plague,
and correctly calculating that most people won’t
really know or care whether they are telling the
truth or not––

It’s one of a long string of lies that Americans
have swallowed throughout their lives that have
led their government to make bad decisions that
only enrich those manipulators who are not
even Americans themselves, which is why today the income breakdown in the U.S. is 2
percent fabulously wealthy and 98 percent impoverished paupers.

—-as long as they get their welfare checks.

You’ve Been Robbed and Don’t
Know It

If not striving mightily to make ends meet, we
paupers are the increasing numbers of people
standing by the side of the road now begging for
food.
No matter where you look you find the stories
don’t add up.
● They knew the names of the 19
hijackers the day after 9/11, but in
the 19 years since, while they arrest
people for not wearing these unnecessary masks, they’ve made no further progress in identifying the
ringleaders who engineered the
greatest attack on America in history. Imagine that.

How unfocused have Americans become?
When President Trump (above) completely obliterated the value of American wealth by “creating” $13 trillion in emergency pandemic
funding, he immediately rendered the money of
all Americans worthless — vaporized by massive inflation — because now the government
has enough cash to buy every single thing every
single American owns or ever will own. I believe this is called Communism.
In America we are already controlled by advertisers who know how to keep us amused, entranced and distracted, so it is a relatively small
step to convert us into puppets on unbreakable
strings that are to be installed in our bloodstreams to control our brains, as well as what we
think and how we feel.

● A much maligned fellow named Joe
McCarthy created a stir back in the
early 1950’s by insisting the government in Washington was infested with Communists. This senator
from Wisconsin was badgered into
oblivion by the Jewish owned TV
networks and newspapers who insisted he was delusional.
Now here we are in 2020 immersed in the opening days of Communist America, triggered by a
false epidemic that caused a panicked populace
to quickly trade their freedom for a security they
didn’t really need, because the disease was only
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a cover story for yet another financial swindle banks, because that’s who pays their salaries.
of the entire world.
Anything that happens accidentally to the public, we already know so well, is always recorded
under the in-actionable phrase “collateral damAmong the many acts of treason committed by age”, which the Jews always remind us is the
Franklin D. Roosevelt and subsequent presi- cost of doing business, which we now know is
dents, the worst was probably keeping the news always “their” business.
from reaching the command structure at Pearl
Harbour that a Japanese flotilla was on the way
to bomb them that morning in 1941.
Ignoring Evil

Predicted to Kill Millions
When we get to the bottom of all these prearranged school shootings during the Obama administration — some of which never actually
happened yet the public believes they were real
because of the media misrepresentation that
accompanied them and concealed the scams —
we will better understand the mechanics of how
the people of the world were duped into giving
up their freedom because of their fear of the
disease which disingenuous doctors predicted
would kill millions.

We like to pretend we know everything, but
objective reality is constantly telling us we
know absolutely nothing about anything that
really matters.

That really matters? Well, those things that get
us through the day and keep the ones we love
safe, warm and happy. So the first thing is
always having enough money to maintain your
Then, despite the overcooked statistics about
life and your family. And therein lies the tale of
the disease produced by a no longer independour demise.
ent media, they shut down the world to make
sure the non-corporate commerce of the world Call it “the necessity of ignoring evil.” Or perwas finally dead, so the government can now haps, “not saying what you really think because
decide with irreversible finality who it will feed of the Jewish-imposed social penalties involved.”
and who it will not.
It seems like it will feed any refugee from anywhere in the world but will not feed any American taxpayer who doesn’t support these
imported African arsonists now trashing cities
all over the world.

You might not know this, but the first writers in
history were the bankers, who way back then
were also the priests. Funny how money and
magic seem like natural born twins. I called the
patriarch Abraham “the first banker” to a very
religious guy who likes machine guns one day
and he got very upset. But that’s a story for
another time.

All those lies we chose to ignore and/or believe
have constructed the lie we are trapped in today,
which is that this is the land of the free and the
home of the brave. In reality we have become —
or perhaps have always been — a nation of
snivelling cowards who rape babies and shoot
people in the back while we steal their land or
take their property.

Writing from the very beginning was invented
and developed by the keepers of accounts, and
so all writing aspires to be. What we get, however, since the time of Voltaire and before, is
what people want us to believe that is not necessarily true. Factor that in to everything you ever
read. This comprises, and compromises, the
totality of everything we know.

And always remember: some individual cops
might be genuinely great, but the object of all
police operations is to protect the property of the

Exposure: The Electromagnetic
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James Grundvig believes that the COVID “epidemic” was deployed as a cover story for the
significant death toll that the activation of the
5G network will cause. So do I.

I have often said that the most important people
in an election (other than the forces who are
likely fixing it!) are the middle of the road
dummies who barely pay attention to the political goings-on of their nation. They are the ones
who can listen to a newscast several times a
But the reason the world population followed month, talk casually with the friends, and vote
along with the pandemic plan in such an orderly for absolutely anyone, the person who catches
fashion was the repetition from all those other their eye or ear with a catchy phrase
times where they knew their leaders were lying
to them, but they decided not to object. They
decided it was more prudent to lay low and not America’s deformed democracy relies on dedraw attention to themselves. This formula has ceiving the population, choosing acceptable
led us to where we are today.
candidates, defining the issues, and then manipulating the outcome. The Associated Press, recently becoming a Rothschild property, cannot
Relax, Just Take the Shot
be trusted to count the votes, nor can any electronic vote counting ever be relied upon considering its sorry history of computerized thievery
in practically every election.
I would say at this moment that there is no
aspect of the U.S. government that is not evil.
Those who obsess about preserving the American way of life need to take a long second look
at the carnage that government has wreaked on
innocent people in every country on Earth.
Aspects of the vaccine: false promises, obligatory poison adjuvants, prevents oxygen molecules
Yes, I know it’s not a perfect world. It’s just that
from binding with your blood, can’t breathe.
leaving so many important questions unanswered means with certainty that we do not
Aspects of the mask: Reduced oxygen intake know what is really going on.
triggers oxidization, cancer, heart failure, can’t
breathe. Isn’t that what George Floyd said when
And no one will tell us unless we make them tell
he was dying from a Fentanyl overdose?
us.

Death March

Relax. Just take the shot. Everything will be
OK. Hasn’t your government always looked out
for you? Really.
As a result, now we are all marching toward the
death house of population-culling to please the
masters of our destiny who care far more about
The people who run the world have inherited
the trinkets their bottom line can buy than they
their lofty positions through crime. Their ancesdo about the babies who are left to be murdered
tors robbed potentates and princes allowing
by those whose twisted compulsions have overthem to capture power in subsequent generacome their own natural sense.
tions. Frederic Morton said as much in his puffy
biography of the Rothschilds.
With what we now know about carcinogenic
triggers in the polio vaccine, the phony epidemSo we should not be surprised that the people
ic that was falsely called AIDS (supervised by
running the world today are an entrenched crimDr. Fauci, I might mention), and the number of
inal class. It would be illogical to think they
people accidentally maimed and killed by sepsis
were not, no matter what kind of misleading
simply by visiting hospitals, it should come as
education they have confused you with.
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no surprise that blind belief in your doctor can being. It sounds like a new, more efficient modfrequently be a fatal disease in and of itself.
el of Jewish slavery than is now on the market?
And the day is soon coming when the monsters
in charge of our government will ask you the
most terrifying question you have ever heard:
“Which will you choose? Your money? Or your
health.”

What kind of electronic witches’ spell has been
cast over the minds of the world to compel them
to reflexively accept an improperly tested vaccine when one of the great secrets of modern
medicine is that doctors’ remedies frequently
cause more diseases than they cure?
John Kaminski is a writer who lives on the
Gulf Coast of Florida, constantly trying to figThis is the plan that makes Bill Gates gush and ure out why we are destroying ourselves, and
pinpointing a corrupt belief system as the entwitch with anticipatory glee.
gine of our demise. Solely dependent on contributions from readers, please support his work
What kind of moron are you for taking a con- by mail: 6871 Willow Creek Circle #103,
coction that they freely admit is not even a North Port FL 34287 USA. Web.
vaccine, but something that will alter your DNA
The End OS23136
and turn you into a genetically modified human

You Are Being Poisoned Chem-trails And Vaccinations
Posted By Pastor Eli James
Geo-Engineering is the source of global
warming - carbon emissions are minimal in
comparison. Our time on earth is rapidly running
out if it is not stopped ASAP. Depletion of the
ozone layer and methane gas release from the
Arctic, Antarctic and Siberia, is near the point
of no return. Best website in the world for
research and latest updates: Here.

Chemtrails and Vaccinations

T

HE AIR WE BREATH AND THE
VACCINATIONS we receive are
poisoned with silent, deadly killers,
chemical cocktails, linked to multiple diseases
such as Parkinson's, Alzheimer's, Cancer and
Autism.
Chemtrails and Vaccines are silent deadly
killers. Whilst the general public have no idea
what they are up against, thousands of others
now do, thanks to the wealth of information on
the Internet. We can't stop the chemtrails, but we
can refuse vaccinations.

Global warming and climate change is caused
by GEO-ENGINEERING which has been
ongoing since the 1940's. Military jets fly the
skies cloud seeding - spraying multiple
chemically laden chemtrails - to create droughts
and to cause rain or snowstorms. This has
become a common everyday occurrence. Go
outside and LOOK UP!
Chemtrails block the sun (blocking out far
infrared and Vitamin D), and cause significant,
deliberate weather modification, destroying
homes, wildlife, plants, trees, crops and
devastating human health in the process.
CHEMICAL COCKTAIL
Chemtrails contain high levels of Aluminium,
Barium, Strontium-90 and Lead, as well as trace
amounts of other chemicals including arsenic,
chromium, cadmium, selenium and silver.
Lithium is soon to be added to the list.
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BARIUM: Small amounts of water-soluble
barium can cause a person to experience
breathing difficulties, increased blood pressures,
heart rhythm changes, stomach irritation, muscle
weakness, changes in nerve reflexes, swelling of
the brain and liver, kidney and heart damage.
Toxic barium levels may be an origin of Multiple
Sclerosis.

Autism and other illness and disease. Fluoride
alone cause serious health issues, dumb's down
the brain, and closes the pineal gland.

NOTE: The USA, Russia and China all openly
admit to using weather modification. Warfare
implications, environmental destruction and
health damage have no limits. Weather warfare
was used in Vietnam, also used to destroy Cuba's
ALUMINIUM: Consequences of prolonged sugar crops, and is currently being used to create
exposure to aluminium at high levels, such as drought in Iran.
those being sprayed almost daily across our sky,
YOUR CURRENT WEATHER FORECAST
create the following:–
● Brain degeneration.
● Impede the bodies ability to digest
calcium, phosphorous and fluoride.
● Prevent bone growth and lessens bone
density.
● Cause aching muscles.
● Speech problems.
● Anemia.
● Digestive issues.
● Impaired liver function.
● Impaired kidney function.

Want to know what the weather is anywhere on
the planet? Want to see for yourself the
difference between what the weather forecasters
are telling you and what to really expect?
Ventrusky.
2019: In case you have been sleeping or visiting
another planet, you may have noticed extreme
weather conditions have been ramped up in the
past several months - uncontrollable fires,
extreme flooding, broken heat records, snow in
warm temperatures, random hail the size of golf
balls in unexpected locations, etc etc etc Climate
change is deliberate weather warfare and,
besides 5G, the greatest threat to planet earth and
the survival of all living things.
CHEMTRAILS - A Silent Deadly Chemical
Cocktail:

● Colic in babies.
NANO-ALUMINIUM particles act as fire
incendiaries and fire accelerants which is why
wild fires now burn out of control as unstoppable
firestorms such as the 2018 deadly Camp Fire in
Northern California that burned the area of a
football field in 12 seconds, and the Woolsey
firestorm that destroyed half of Malibu.
STRONTIUM-90: If this compound dissolves
in water, the chemical will dissolve in the moist
surface inside the lungs. Strontium will then
enter the blood quickly. If the chemical form of
strontium does not dissolve in water easily, a
small amount may remain in the lungs. Health
problems can develop including lowered red
blood cell counts including anaemia, which
causes excessive tiredness, blood that does not
clot properly, and a decreased resistance to fight
disease.

In 1946, future pharmaceutical czar George
Merck reported to the US Secretary of War, that
he'd managed to weaponize the toxin extracted
from the Brucella bacterium and to isolate it into
an indestructible crystalline form using only the
DNA particles.

Aerial spraying of the crystals via chemtrails was
deployed on Chinese and Korean populations
during the Korean War. Many veterans of the
FLUORIDE found in tap water and toothpaste, war later developed Multiple Sclerosis. The
combines with aluminium to cross the blood- army recognized that the MS was Brucellabrain barrier, creating Alzheimer's, Parkinson's, related and paid the veterans compensation.
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Although the Brucella micoplasma can lay
dormant for decades, it can be triggered by
vaccines. Vaccines have been mandatory in the
US military since 1911.

675,000 Americans in the 1918-1919 interval.
Many of the dead were vaccinated soldiers.
Anyone born after 1918 has no immunity to the
Spanish Flu.

Besides MS, this bacterium has been linked to a
variety of diseases including; AIDS, cancer,
diabetes, Parkinson's, Alzheimer's and arthritis.
In 2000, Dr. Charles Engel of the National
Institute of Health stated that the brucella
mycoplasma was probably responsible for
chronic fatigue syndrome and fibromyalgia as
well.

Since 9-11 all US airports have been under
military control. According to one credible
source, there is a subrosa project known as
'Project Cloverleaf' that uses domestic air
carriers retrofitted with special tanks to spray
civilian populations with a variety of chemicals.

MOSQUITOES

Government Mosquitoes Raised to
Carry Disease

Look up at the Sky! Your Eyes Don't
Lie - They Are Witness to Daily
In addition to the aerosol vector, mosquitoes
Destruction.
were heavily tested as pathogen dispersal agents.
In the 1950’s, the Dominion Parasite Laboratory
in Belleville, Canada was raising 100 million
mosquitoes per month. They were then shipped
to Queens University in Kingston and other
facilities where they were infected with the
crystalline disease agent.
A large outbreak of chronic fatigue was reported
in 1957 in Punta Gorda, Florida. The previous
week a huge influx of mosquitoes was reported.
The National Institute of Health stated that 450
persons became ill with chronic fatigue within
the month. Many such tests have been carried
out on civilians over the last 50 years.

A LINK BETWEEN CHEMTRAILS
AND VACCINATIONS:
This retired government scientist goes on to say
that reconstructed versions of the flu could be
inserted into vaccines along with a more benign
strain of the inoculum in order to slow the
progression of its more deadly component.
Chemicals in the chemtrails reported nationwide
over the preceding decade, may assist the viral
envelope to fuse with lung cells, guaranteeing
ease of penetration and infection. People will
pass along the flu to others and then start
dropping like flies. This will cause a panic
demand for more flu shots, thus accelerating the
cycle. Persons not so inoculated will be blamed
for spreading the disease.

Dr. Maurice Hilleman, Merck's current chief
virologist, stated recently that the Brucella
pathogen is now carried by everyone in North
America and possibly the world.
In 2002 the Department of Health and Human
Services purchased 286 million doses of vaccine
In 1993, Dr. Shyh-Ching Lo, senior researcher from British supplier Acambis. The Washington
at the Armed Forces Institute of Pathology Post reported in September of that year that the
patented several virulent strains of mycoplasma. entire population of the United States could be
He stated in his own patents that they cause vaccinated within 5 days.
chronic fatigue syndrome. The Institute is
currently reconstructing the 1918 Spanish Flu, Concomitantly, the Department drafted a law
inserting it into contemporary flu strains and known as The Model Emergency Health Powers
Act. The Act can demand that any individual be
enhancing its lethality. The Spanish Flu killed
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vaccinated. Failure to comply will be considered years, federal agencies have been routinely
a felony.
selling bio-warfare documents to researchers
through the Internet and even over the telephone.
The latest wonder cure promoted by the medical
DEADLY VACCINE CHEMICAL
establishment is genetic vaccines. They are
COCKTAIL:
hailed as the last line of defence between humans
and mycoplasma. But Dr. Rebecca Carley
declares that the DNA components in these The Times reported on the dangers of tainted
vaccines can be incorporated into our own DNA vaccines as far back as February 1962. It turns
which in turn could cause the extinction of all out that the polio vaccines of the 50's and 60's
were virally contaminated with diseased monkey
(vaccinated) life on earth.
kidney tissue, possibly accounting for the huge
spike in cancer cases thereafter.
But vaccines don't require tainted monkey tissue
to be considered dangerous ...

Dr. David Kelly - Murdered.
THE DEAD CAN'T PROTEST
At least two dozen microbiologists around the
world have died violently over the past decade
or so. Curiously, some of them were working on
DNA sequencing. The most famous was Dr.
David Kelly (Dr Kelly was said to have
swallowed 29 coproxamol tablets, only one-fifth
of one tablet was found in his stomach, and the
level found in his blood was far less than a fatal
dose) who died in July 2003. Working for the
Mossad, Kelly orchestrated the defection of
Russian microbiologist Vladimir Pasechnik, who
had been working on a doomsday biological
weapon capable of destroying one third of the
planet's population.
In October 2004, Dmtry Lvov, head of the
Russian Virology Institute declared that up to
one billion people around the world could die
during the next pandemic. It would appear that
the human herd is about to be culled in
spectacular fashion. For whatever reasons, the
dead microbiologists wouldn't go along with the
program.
In order to ensure maximum confusion, an
edition of the New York Times from January
2002 reported that the US government had seen
fit to declassify hundreds of germ warfare
cookbooks. Although Lee Harvey Oswald's bank
account information is sealed for another 50

The Physician's Desk Reference for 1998 lists
any number of toxic vaccine ingredients
including; mercury, formaldehyde, aluminium,
phenoxyethanol (antifreeze) and human diploid
cells (from aborted foetal tissue). Also animal
tissues and fluids, including horse blood, rabbit
brain, dog kidney, monkey kidney, chick
embryo, chicken egg, duck egg, pig blood, and
porcine (pig) protein/tissue and calf serum and
foetal bovine serum.

Innocent Africans Are Deliberately Infected.
AIDS - PAID TO KEEP QUIET
In May of 1987 the austere Times of London
reported on its front page that the smallpox
vaccine administered by the World Health
Organization had triggered AIDS. 100 million
vaccinated Africans were at risk. Areas with the
largest amount of inoculations showed the
greatest concentrations of AIDS cases. Robert
Gallo was quoted in the article as endorsing the
figures and stating that, "AIDS researchers will
keep their mouths shut because they are paid to
do so." In 1992 WHO director David Heymann
stated that, "The origin of AIDS is of no
importance to science today."
In 1995 the Catholic charitable organization
Human Life International accused the WHO of
attempting population control in Africa and
elsewhere.
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FYI: Dr. Sam Chachoua has successfully
treated both HIV and AIDS, not to mention
cancer with IRT (Induced Remission Therapy).
An assassination attempt was made on his life
and he has to live in hiding in Mexico. Find him
on YouTube and on Twitter. Dr. Sam will not
stop healing people, saving lives or exposing the
truth until his last breath.

to conduct studies on children from
impoverished families in Duval County, Florida.
The children will be exposed to a variety of
known toxins over a two year period. The study
will determine how chemicals are absorbed,
ingested and inhaled by children ranging in age
from infants to 3 year olds. For taking part in the
study, families will receive $970 and a tee-shirt
(and later on a dead child).

Update Spring 2017: Yet another assassination
attempt has this time tragically left Dr. Sam What can be done ...
unable to continue working with the public.
INOCULATIONS - VACCINES HAVE
VACCINES LINKED TO GULF WAR
DEADLY EFFECTS:
SYNDROME:
Many parents believe that they cannot enroll
The Times also reported last December that Gulf their children in school without having them
War Syndrome had been positively linked to inoculated. But vaccines have always been
vaccines. More than 100,000 veterans currently voluntary. Dr. Zoltan Rona says that parents
suffer from the syndrome contracted in 1991 must demand exemption forms from school
during Desert Storm. Over 20,000 veterans have administrators. Exemptions can be made for
died so far - tens of thousands more will be spiritual or religious reasons. Rona states that
infected from the current Iraq and Afghanistan parents may have to insist on having a
illegal US war and occupation.
vaccination waiver or declination form, and then
have it notarised in order to present to school
Last March, Haruna Kaita, a pharmaceutical officials. Having said that, many states are now
scientist and dean of a Nigerian university took saying exemptions will not be allowed. The
samples of the latest WHO vaccine to India for noose is getting tighter but home school is an
analysis. Serious contaminants were found option.
including sterility agents.
DOCTORS ARE LICENSED DRUG
CHILDREN USED AS LAB RATS:
DEALERS:
Before consulting a doctor, it may be prudent to
consider the prestigious Journal of the American
Medical Association Vol. 284 July 26, 2000.
Therein is stated with astonishing frankness that
American medical doctors are responsible for
250,000 deaths per year.
Half of these deaths are attributed to the negative
effects of wrongfully prescribed drugs.
Interestingly, in the opening statement of the
In April 2000 the Observer newspaper reported Hippocratic Oath, doctors make a declaration to
that the pharmaceutical leviathan Glaxo Smith a Greek God, Apollo. In the Greek vernacular,
Kline sponsored experiments on children at the word Apollo means destroyer.
Incarnation Children's Centre in New York City.
Children as young as four were given multi-drug
chemical cocktails. In other experiments, sixmonth old babies were injected with double
doses of a measles vaccine. More than 100
orphans and babies were used in 36 experiments.
This sort of experimentation has occurred with
increasing frequency. Last year the
Environmental Protection Agency received $2.1
million from the American Chemistry Council
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It may also be prudent to heed the advice of
former National Institute of Health director
James Shannon who stated, "The only safe
vaccine is the one that is never used." This advice
certainly resonated with President George W.
Bush. On October 13 of last year in the middle
of the US Presidential debates, Bush
emphatically declared, "I haven't got a flu shot
and don't intend to."

SALINE SPRAY DETERRENT

One month later Reuters carried a related and
interesting item published in the Proceedings of
the National Academy of Sciences. Harvard
researcher Gerhard Scheuch stated that nasal
inhalation of a simple saline spray can stop the
flu virus and tuberculosis dead in their tracks.
For reasons perhaps best known to Merck and
others, this potentially life-saving information
Bush and friends have business ties to the did not receive wide distribution in the popular
pharmaceutical corporations that supply the press.
vaccinations and drugs that poison and kill us.
The End Source

Is 5G The Reason For The New
10pm Pub Closing Time?
Tap Wire News
the higher levels on the Volts per metre dial used
to be hard to escape from, except by getting
bricks and mortar or silver bobbinet between
you and the phone in use. Now simple distance
is enough.
This suggests that the new type of signal is
directional whereas the pre-lock-down ones to
HE 10PM THINGY MIGHT BE the phone and from the phone were like a
PART OF ANOTHER AGENDA. broadcast.
I’ve noticed a big change in the way
mobile signal arrives in our house since lock- Another thing that I’ve noticed is a tendency to
down in March. I can’t say exactly when it feeling depressed after a long exposure to this
happened as we weren’t here until school new kind of signal. Also chest pains around the
heart.
restarted.

T

Before lock-down the signal strength was the
same around the house and we could use phones
anywhere at any time. Since the lock-down the
general signal is so weak, the phone can hardly
be used at all in the house – except by going and
sitting in the car or in the front garden.

Is this a 5G test going on in the evenings? If
everyone was down the pub there wouldn’t be
much to test, so they have to get people home so
they can test their phone usage.
The recent outbreak of colds over the last two
weeks seem to be affecting older people again
more than the young. The young are protected
not by experienced antibodies but by massive
doses of Vitamin D which their bodies generate.
Older people have a lot less Vitamin D to throw
at a virus but their immune systems are well
educated with many viruses over a lifetime.

But at around 4 to 5pm everything changes, and
there is a massive signal which comes right into
the house, and I mean, the milli-watts per square
metre head up into the thousands where it used
to be a hundred in a typical reading prior to
lock-down. This very high reading is all around
the phone, and it lessens rapidly as you move
But that’s no help once the government starts
away from the phone.
releasing viruses that are transferred over from
Once you are six metres away from the phone bats or other species, as our immune systems
the reading is the same as the rest of the day or won’t recognise these. We can boost our
night, quite low on all dials. Before lock-down Vitamin D with exercise, pills and Infra Red
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lamps, but we are still struggling compared to eat the shell, throwing away the seeds. It usually
the young.
stops the cough. I buy Lamberts’ Immuno
Strength which kicks in some extra power
against coughs and colds.
Another weapon against viruses not often
mentioned, for some reason, are flavenoids. If
The End
you start coughing pull a rose hip off a bush and

Prehistoric London Its Mounds And Circles
By E. O. Gordon ( Published 1946 ) Part 19
of London, seated under the sacred oak of the
Druids.

T

HERE
IS
DOCUMENTARY
EVIDENCE
of
the
Emperor
Constantine having bestowed the royal
demesnes hereabouts and a portion of the Forest
on the diocese of London, together with the
Gorsedd lands of “King Coel’s” castle in
Cunobeline’s royal city of Camulodunum;
Colchester being at that time in the diocese of
London. Constantine thus appears to have
followed in the footsteps of his predecessors
Arviragus at Glastonbury, and Lucius at
Winchester, in thus transferring the Druidic
emoluments of the Gorsedds to the maintenance
of the Christian faith, now established as the
national religion.

In Triad III, § 62, special mention is made of
the Emperor Constantine. He is, according to the
Triad, the first of the Emperors to extend his
royal patronage to those who assembled together
in the Faith of Christ. It is noteworthy this
mention is connected with the three Archbishops
of the Island of Britain.
At the foot of Parliament Hill is Gospel Oak
Station, a name which connects the Druidic with
the Christian religion, and links British and
Saxon customs. One of the first acts of Edward
the Confessor after his coronation at Winchester
was to renew the Charter of Rights to the citizens

The Penton (Pen signifying in Keltic a hill
rounded like a head) is a natural height about
halfway between the Llandin and the Bryn
Gwyn. The New River reservoir now occupies
the site of the prehistoric sanctuary, and its
massive masonry and earthworks have
completely obliterated all traces of the original
circular contour of the Ton (sacred mound).
Approached by mean streets, nothing could well
be more dismal and depressing than the
appearance of this prehistoric Gorsedd as we
see it to-day.
It is difficult even to imagine it as depicted by
Hollar, still less as the spot where, in
Elizabethan times, Gerard the herbalist
mentions he found the “white saxifrage growing
in abundance.” But if the beautiful greensward
has disappeared and the Penton has lost its rural
aspect, there is the same far-stretching
panoramic view to be seen, as in British times,
however much it may differ in detail.
It is well worth a pilgrimage if only to appreciate
the magnificent site of the “Holy Hill,” and to
gaze on the splendour of the “dim rich City”
spread out at our feet with its mysterious medley
of spires, domes and palaces, dominated by St.
Paul’s, gleaming from out the mist, like some
beautiful vision.
No site could have better realized in its day the
regulations laid down by Aedd Mawr, the
founder of the Druidic Order, viz. that a
“Gorsedd of the Bards of Britain must be held
on a green spot, in a conspicuous place in full
view and hearing of country and aristocracy, in
the face of the sun, the eye of Light, under the
expansive freedom of the sky, that all may see
and hear.”
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Commanding both the Caer and the Port, it is
probable that the summit of the Penton was
crowned by a stone circle, probably oriented to
the May sunrise, the new year of the Ancients,
like so many of the existing Cornish circles. We
owe to Sir Norman Lockyer the knowledge that
the majority of circles were thus oriented. A very
perfect example of one of these Gorsedds may
be seen at Boscawen-Un, not far from the Land’s
End.
Near the centre of the nineteen standing stones
is a monolith, 8 feet out of the ground, which
inclines to the north-east; one of the stones is a
block of quartz 4 feet high, “obviously placed in
a post of honour.” “As a matter of fact, from it
the May sun was seen to rise over the Index stone
in the centre of the Circle.”
This remarkable circle is referred to in a Welsh
Triad: “the Three Conventions of perfect song
of the Isle of Britain: the Convention of
Beiscawen in Dyvnwal, the Convention of Caer
Caradwg in Lloegria, and the Convention of
Brynn Gwyddon in Cymry” (Wales). It is
suggested that Dyvnwal is the kingdom of
Damnonium, and that Beiscawen is Boscawen
Un. Caer Caradwg is the Hill of Caractacus in
Salop; and Brynn Gwyddon is in Anglesea.

the present reservoir, which is built on the actual
summit, there is a well of unknown antiquity
under Sadlers Wells Theatre, lined with masonry
of ancient date, throughout its entire depth
similar to the prehistoric wells we have already
mentioned on the Windsor Table Mound, on the
Wallingford Mound, and the well used by the
first Astronomer Royal at Greenwich.
Our present knowledge does not enable us to do
more than call the reader’s attention to the
existence of these “telescope wells” (as they
have been called) cither pierced in the side of the
Gorsedd, or, as in the case of the Bryn Gwyn and
the Oxford Mounds, the well is now at the base
of what may have been originally a shaft or
funnel-shaped opening. The famous Holy Well
in Dean’s Yard, Westminster (referred to by
Dean Stanley), may very possibly, nay probably
was a Druidic well connected with the
astronomical observations of the circle on
Thorney and the Tothill.
That wells were used by the ancient astronomers
we learn from Strabo, the Greek geographer.
Describing his travels in Egypt, he says:–

That the circle of Boscawen Un was the centre
of a large population in Druidic times is certain,
from the numerous remains of British dwellings
in the immediate neighbourhood. Many of the
domed-stone roofs were in perfect condition
until a few years ago, when one by one they were
wantonly destroyed by idle youths on Sunday
afternoons we were told by the farmer.
And that this district, in the extreme West of
Cornwall, was one of the headquarters of
Druidical worship is shown by the remains of
what appear to have been some of the finest and
most elaborately constructed circles in the
country, judging from Sir Norman Lockyer’s
account of Botallack, now completely destroyed
by the erection on the site of the offices, etc., of
the famous copper mine. At Boscawen, probably
the Bards would assemble from all parts of the
country for a convention of perfect song or
Eisteddfod.
But to return to the Penton. It is probable that
this circle was the principal observatory of Caer
Troia, from the fact that within a few yards of

“At Syene is a well which indicates the summer
solstice, because these places lie under the
tropical circle, for on proceeding from the places
in our country in Greece, I mean, the sun is there
first overhead, and occasions the gnomons to be
vertical shadows at noon, when the sun is vertical
to us, it must necessarily cast its rays down wells,
however deep they may be, to the water; for we,
ourselves, stand in a perpendicular posture, and
wells are dug perpendicularly to the surface[2].”
Pliny and Arrian both mention this well, and
Eratosthenes, a distinguished member of the
science school of Alexandria (276 B.C. to 176)
accepting the proof that Syrene was under the
tropic of Cancer, made use of the fact in
computing the circumference of the earth[3].
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Modem astronomers have found this method of
making daylight observation so reliable that at
the Potsdam and Wilson observatories, similar
wells to those used by the Ancients have been
made, fixed with mirrors. The old saying, ‘‘Truth
lies at the bottom of a well,” may probably be
traced to the use of these wells in Druidic times.
In the interior of the Penton is a cave known as
Merlin’s Cave, which so late as the eighteenth
century, when Islington Spa was a fashionable
health-resort, and royalty came to enjoy the
prospect and partake of syllabubs, appears to
have been a kind of show-place.
An underground passage at the bottom of the hill
led to the cave; the entrance to which, in the
cellars of Merlin's Cave Tavern, has only
recently been bricked up, the passage being
considered no longer safe. Whatever may be the
value of the tradition connecting this cave with
the astronomer Druid of King Arthur’s Court, it
is not inherently improbable that he who was—
“The most famous man of all those times,
Merlin, who knew the range of all their arts,
Had built the King his havens, ships and
halls,
Was also Bard, and knew the starry
Heavens.
The people called him Wizard”—
should have carried on his astronomical studies
in the neighbourhood of this ancient well on the
Penton. Merlin’s Cave may have been
subsequently used as a Session House, from the
example of the cave at the base of the Gorsedd
at Oxford. Many a solar and lunar festival has
probably been celebrated upon the summit of the
Penton, in which British kings have played their
part; the presence of the sovereign appears to
have been usual on these occasions of national
rejoicing.
We gather from the traditions and “Usages” of
the Druidic order, that after the sacrifices had
been offered by the priests within the precincts
of the Circle, the Gorsedd procession was
formed, and preceded by “Bards and
Trumpeters,” and escorted by the Druids, the
“Ministers of the Sanctuary,” the Monarch in his
chariot, accompanied by his “Aiders in Council,”
proceeded to the Llandin, the Great Seat or
throne of the Monarch, where the Gorsedd was
solemnized in all the dignity of its symbolic

ritual on the “Hill of Conference,” familiar to us
as Parliament Hill.
The memory of the old road by which the
procession wended its way to the “Place of
Assembly,” survives in the name of “Maiden
Lane,” a railway station not far from Penton,
probably on the site of the ancient way, which,
under various names (for example, Kings Road),
has been traced running in a north-easterly
direction towards Highgate.
In this name we have an
interesting link with the
first wave of Aryan
settlers, “Maiden” being
a corruption of the
Sanskrit and Arabic word
Maidan,
signifying,
Professor Margoliouth
(left) informs us, an open
place of public meeting,
like the “Maidan” of
Calcutta
and
the
“Maidan” of Cairo. Nor
is this the only example of a Maiden Lane in
London.
Running parallel with the Strand is a “Maiden
Lane” that opens out nearly opposite to the
National Portrait Gallery, which less than two
centuries ago was, like Trafalgar Square, an open
space in the country, famous for its springs
bubbling up in the grass near by (hence the origin
of the name of Spring Gardens). The Keltic title
for this green spot was the Bryn Vryn (gently
rising bosom), from time immemorial a
recognized “place of assembly” (like many such
another in and around London) where the “Right
of the People” to “Free Speech” cannot legally
be interfered with.
The preliminary proceedings of the Gorsedd or
Eisteddfod probably were conducted here, as
they would be in the market-place of a country
town to-day by the members of the Order
assembling and according to their official rank
marshaled in procession and by way of Whitehall
(the White or Holy Hill or Hall) proceeded to the
Circle on Thorney and the “Place of National
Assembly,” the Tothill.
At Canterbury, we find another example of the
name Whitehall in the road leading direct to the
Gorsedd of the Dane John.
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The ancient sites of the Maiden Lanes of London
have been so completely obscured by buildings
and streets that it is satisfactory to find the
descriptive meaning of the name confirmed by
comparative antiquity at Colchester, where
Maidenburgh Lane leads direct from the upper
part of the town to the meadows beside the Colne
at the foot of the Gorsedd Mound, on which King
Coel’s castle stands. Remains of the Roman
Forum have been recently discovered on this
spot, the site of the prehistoric “Place of
Assembly.”

Shakespeare refers to Molmutius as the great
Lawgiver and first King: “—-Molmutius made
our laws: Who was the first of Britain which did
put his brows -within a golden crown and called
himself a King––” (Cymbeline, Act III. Sc. 1).
The fact of Molmutius being styled the first King
of Britain is explained by Hollingshead, who
informs us that his predecessors were called
“Chiefs” and “Rulers,” and these dignitaries,
Harding states, wore only diadems.
“The first he was, as Chroniclers exprime,
That in this isle of Brittaine had crowne of
golde,
For all afore coper and gilte was to
beholde.”
Molmutius’ name and fame is more especially
associated with the traditions of Winton
(Winchester), the southern capital where his
merits have been publicly recognized. As a road
maker we have his work in the seven converging
roads like the spokes of a wheel in the old White
City; three of these roads centred in London.

Another example is “Maiden Castle,” a
magnificent prehistoric earthwork near
Dorchester; the inner area of which is 11 miles
around and the ramparts in places 60 feet high,
the probable place of national assembly for all
the tribes of the district.
Having dealt with the two national Gorsedds of
the Llandin and the Penton we now turn to the
better known royal Gorsedds of the Bryn Gwyn
and Tothill on the foreshore of the Thames. We
distinguish them as royal because of their agelong connection with British kings. We hear first
about the Bryn Gwyn, or White Mound, as the
burial place of Brutus and Imogene in about
1100 B.C., according to the generally accepted
chronology. The next event connected with
royalty of which we have any record is the burial
of Dunwal Molmutius on the White Mount by
his own request.
Under the double aspect of a road-maker and a
law-giver we must devote a few words to this
important character. In the chronological records
of Wales, Dunwal Molmutius is called “One of
the Three Wise Kings of Britain, and he
established national municipal government.”

For that Londinium was only second in
importance is exemplified by Winton and
London being the only places shown on an
Anglo-Saxon map of the world preserved among
the monuments of Hereford Cathedral. The Sarn
Wyddelin was the high road from Dover to
Holyhead, and Wyddelin or Gyddelin being the
British term for Irish, the corruption into Watling
Street is not great.
To be Continued

Steven Books
League Enterprises
Suite 3, 3rd. Floor
148 Cambridge Heath Road
London
E1 5QJ
For books by identity authors –
Kenneth McKilliam, Ria Splinter
and Richard Porter plus many
other subjects and difficult to
obtain books.
http://www.stevenbooks.co.uk/category/341/Religion
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Eurofolk Radio

IF THE TRUTH BE
KNOWN

CD 127 minutes (listen to Audio Clip on site)
$16.00
Here you will find the ignored story of the
massive deportations of the German peoples
from Eastern Germany, Poland, the Baltic
States, and the Sudetenland and its attendant
horrors.
The entire library of many more audio programs
is available as a bundle. All told, this is nearly 14
hours of great historical commentary! Plus, you
realize a savings of $20 dollars. For full details
and to purchase go to the website:—

Is now on air!
24 hr streaming of items
of interest to identity
believers including live
broadcasts on matters
of national interest and
much more!!
TUNE IN NOW!
http://eurofolkradio.com/category/ge
neral/

http://www.untoldtales.net

Pastor Eli James
Sundays 16.00 hrs

This long
sort after
book is
now
available!

(British Summer time)

Live on Eurofolk Radio and
Eurofolk YouTube - Tune in and
join in the chat

Click on
image for
details

http://eurofolkradio.com/category/general/

A Magazine For
Patriots
For further details
click HERE
( Page 39 )

Announcements
In The Name Of
Yahwey auf
Deutch - Für
weitere
Informationen, auf
das Bild auf der
rechten klicken Sie
bitte

GERMANY’S OWN
IDENTITY MAGAZINE

The Chronicles Of The
Migrations Of The
Twelve Tribes Of Israel
From The Caucasus
Mountains Into Europe
By
Pastor Eli James

CLICK HERE
CONTACT
pia-6@t-online.de

www.theflameuk.com
Contact
Tel: 07984 775937
E-mail HERE

Christian Order of The British Isles
Website

E-Mail

Die Banker Satans

A fraternal Identity Christian organisation for men and women of European descent.

Aktualisiert Erweitert Unzensier
von
Carrington Hitchcock, Andrew

